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Local trapper Harvey Webbor found this young male cougar in strap he'd 
set for wolverine near the Copper River last November. Taxidermist Peter 
Martlnson recently finished mounting the animal. 
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Park loss could threaten 
salmon tracking project 
TERRACE --  Fisherman's Park 
has received double barrelled 
support in the form of letters to 
city council from W.G. Hazel- 
wood acting in his roles as both 
the Project Manager of the Ter- i 
race Salmonid Enhancement 
Society and a director of the 
B.C. Wildlife Federation. 
From the Salmonid Enhance- 
ment point of view, Hazelwood 
told council that the society's 
federally funded program could 
be in jeopardy if the boat launch 
ramp at Fisherman's park was 
lost. 
The society is currently collec- 
ting chinook salmon eggs from 
the Kitsumkalum River which 
are raised to fry, tagged and 
then monitored when they 
return to the river system to 
spawn in five or six years. 
Hazelwood explained that the 
program is an integral part of 
the Canada-U.S. Salmon Treaty 
commitmenL, by the federal 
government ~'~hd was put in place 
to determine how many of the 
species were taken by the com- 
mercial fisheries of each coun- 
try. "It has helped to document 
that Alaska catches most of our 
salmon while they are at sea," 
h~added. 
"The availability and use of 
the Fisherman's Park boat 
launch is essential ;to this laro- 
No cougars here you say? 
" I  was almost stunned," 
Webber ecalled. "When I came 
up to check the trap, the first 
thing I saw was the tall and I 
thought I'd caught a German 
Shepherd." The animal in the 
trap was a very real and very 
large mountain lion. 
Webber, who has been trap- 
ping in the area for I I years, 
said sightings of cougar have 
been reported, but none of the 
When Terrace trapper Harvey 
Webber set his traps near the 
Copper River late last Novem- 
ber, he was after wolverine. 
What he caught was the conclu- 
sion of speculation and skep- 
ticism that has gone on for years 
in this area. 
Yes, Virginia, there are 
cougars prowling the woods in 
this region - or at least here was 
one.  
animals have been caught, shot 
or even photographed, and the 
Northwest is generally con- 
sidered to be out of their natural 
range. "The game warden 
couldn't believe it," he Said, and 
noted that the warden had to 
issue a special retroactive permit 
to allow him to keep possession 
Of the animal. There's no open 
season on cougars in this game 
continued on page 24 
After plars of faithfully attending Kinsmen annual Installations, Terrace Rotarian Bert Goulot finally got what he'e 
been askingfor - -  an honorary membership In the KI.ns .men Club, preu. ntod by.the_found/ngfMm~.~th~at KoKIn. 
movement,Hal Rogers. Terrace Kinsman Steve MOlSa(3K tngnt) was one o; many wnnesmm zo zne e~m,~tx am,,~,~ 
see I~_.ae- 15. 
gram," wrote Hazelwood. He 
explained that from mid-August 
to mid-October the program 
launches a minimum of two 
boats per day to carry out the 
program. "To lose the access on 
he river may mean the loss of 
this entire $50,000 program 
along with the eight people hired 
specifically to do this part of 
Canada's international obliga- 
tion." 
Hazelwood explained the CN 
position by saying, "It is a great 
pity that CN has no social or 
moral conscience, nor do they 
have an enlightened sense 'of 
public relations that allows them 
to interact in a generous manner 
with their neighbors. The 
Railway Act makes them imper- 
50 CENTS 
vious...". 
"From personal experience," 
he continued, " I  can state that 
their minds are as narrow as the 
rails upon which they operate 
and a surprise 800 percent in- 
crease in the Fisherman's Park 
lease is entirely in character. Un- 
fortunately they do hold 
everyone in a tight vice by virtue 
of their Charter ." 
From the B.C. Wildlife point 
of view, Hazelwood wrote, 
"The 40,000 members of the 
B.C.W.F. support your efforts 
to maintain the excellence of 
your hospitality in the face of 
dinosaurial public relations at- 
titudes as exhibited by Canadian 
National Railways in suddenly 
continued .on page 24 
Auto saga ends 
Halleck expressed concern over 
the durability of import cars. 
Buying within the city limits 
was a policy which the city had 
followed in the past, but this 
time it brought outrage from 
Thornhill dealer Leo DeJong 
who had offered a better price 
and pointed out that he owned 
~property in the city and did all 
his personal shopping in the city. 
DeJong also pointed out that, 
"To my knowledge there isn't a 
sub-compact vehicle available 
that can claim total Canadian 
manufacture. Mitsubishi and 
isusu are two of the biggest sup 
pliers of components in most of 
the sub-compacts." 
Sheridan agreed with DeJong 
and suggested that possibly 
amalgamation should come 
before the purchase of the vehi- 
de, but the direction was chang- 
ed at this point by a suggestion 
from City Director of Opera- 
tions John Colongard, who said 
he had polled city staff members 
and found a four-door model 
was preferrable. Nissan had in- 
dicated this would only increase 
the cost by about $400, which 
would have raised the cost of the 
Nissan Micra from $8,898 to 
about $9,298. (Nissan later of- 
fered the four-door model at the 
original two-door price.). 
However, council decided to 
send the matter back to commit- 
tee to decide on the number of 
doors required, and from this 
came the suggestion that a larger 
continued on page 24 
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TERRACE --  Under protest 
from Alderman Danny Sheri- 
dan, city council has finally 
agreed on a $10,812.70 car for 
the use of city staff tO eliminate 
the $400 they pay in private vehi- 
cle allowances every month. The 
choseh vehicle will be a 
Plymouth K Car to be purchased 
from Ter/a~ce Chrysler. ~. 
by Tod Stmehan 
The decision ends four 
months of deliberation, which 
began by a suggestion that the 
cost of paying city staff for the 
use of private vehicles while on 
city business could be eliminated 
if the city owned its own vehicle. 
The original suggestion 
preferred the purchase of two 
vehicles -- a mini-van for use by 
council members and city guests, 
and a two-door compact for city 
employees. In December, coun- 
cil selected a Ford Aerostar van 
at a cost of $16,254.15 but ran 
into difficulty trying to choose a 
car from a list of tenders which 
included"'a Hyundai Excell, 
Nissan Micra, Renault Alliance, 
Ford Escort and a Dodge Colt. 
The Nissan Micra at a cost of 
$8,898 was originally suggested 
by Superintendent of Public 
Works Stew Christensen because 
it was only $311 more than the 
Hyundal and was being offered 
by a dealership within the city 
limits. This suggestion was 
almost accepted by council, but 
the issue was sent back to com- 
mittee after Alderman Ruth 
Outside 
L 
Date HI Lo Prec. 
;~ Feb. 15 4 1 .2 mm rain 
Feb, 16 2 1 5.6 mm rain 
3.6 cm snow 
Feb. 17 3 0 .4 mm rein 
10.8 cm snow 
~'I Feb. 18 5 2 3.2 mm rain 
~ Feb. 19 7' 3 1.0 mm rain 
Feb. 20 5 0 2.8 mm rain 
Feb. 21 3 -3 .2 mm rain 
.2 rnrn snow 
~ Forecast: Mainly clear and 
: cool early In the week becom- 
l ing warmer and cloudy by the 
weekend. Lows of -8 and highs 
of 0 to -3 during the week with 
: moderate to strong outflow 
i winds. Highs of 0 to 3 during 
! the weekend and lows of O to 
L .  . . . . . . .  
.~e *¸ ,~  
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During a recent tour of Terrace, New Democrat MLA (Vancouver-Point 
Grey) Darlene Marzari got a first-hand view of the Northwest Community 
College hospitality program, courtesy of Terrace student Kathle Keeler., 
Darlene Marzar i ,  New 
Democrat MLA for Van- 
couver/Point Grey, visited a 
number of institutions and 
social service organizations in 
Terrace on a recent weekend. 
Fo l lowing her day of 
"meeting with people", Marzari 
was the guest of honor at a din- 
ner held in the Northwest Com- 
munity College cafeteria where 
she told party faithful that, 
"Our party is working with and 
• consulting with as many groups, 
as wide a cross-section of the 
province that we possibly can, to 
look at ways of creating 
wealth." 
"We will be looking at ways 
in which we can focus new 
dollars into post secondary 
education that will give our kids 
some hope of being educated her 
in the province and not being 
shipped south to California 
where many of our teachers end 
up going." 
"We are looking at ways to 
reconstruct our health system so 
we can ensure people that there 
wR1 not be space for the two-tier 
level of health care in this pro- 
vince --  one for the rich and one 
for the poor --  to ensure that 
our social services network is 
kept healthy." 
"I think we have a compas- 
sionate, pragmatic, idealistic, 
but a realistic way of ap- 
i.:(::?-" " 
In g bac 
on abortion statutes 
TERRACE - -  Whatever legisla- 
tion the federal government 
comes up with to replace the 
recently overruled Criminal 
Code sections on abortion, 
Skeena MP Jim Fulton says the 
new law willhave to be less 
restrictive than the old one to fit 
into the framework of the Con- 
stitution. 
Fulton's Terrace constituency 
office was the site of a demon- 
stration by local Pro-Life sup- 
porters on a recent weekend. A
written statement released by the 
group said they are urging 
Fulton to support legislation 
that would protect "the lives of 
pre-born Canadian citizens from 
the moment of conception". 
"There are some very well- 
intentioned people out there 
with what I'm sure are sincerely 
held convictions on this issue," 
Fulton said in an interview last 
Thursday. "But I'm not sure 
they understand the Constitu- 
tionai restrictions the legislators 
are up against." 
"They have to take into ac- 
count the Supreme Court deci- 
sion, which specified universal 
access as one basis for striking 
the law down. They can't bring 
in similar or more restrictive 
legislation. These groups (Pro- 
Life) are unlikely to be satisfied 
with the results," he said. 
Fulton speculated that the 
finished legislative proposal may 
be not unlike laws recently 
enacted in Britain that give 
limited protection to the fetus 
beyond the age of 24 weeks. The 
law is tied to the "viability age" 
of'the fetus, the developmental 
Opposition critic calls for greater -, 
post-secondary education funding 
vance6 Education and Job death spiral, especially at the become like Massachusetts. I 
Training, the Chairman of the university level, and certainly don't see any reason why we 
Public Accounts Committee and it's felt by many, many people at can't be establishing public and 
is also involved in social issues the community college level." private colleges in our province 
concerning women's rights and And, "Our only way back and attracting students from all 
child care. During an after din- from that is to carry Hagen's over the Pacific Rim to British 
ner speech and subsequent inter- superficial increases many steps Columbia. I don't see why we 
view, Marzari had several corn- farther along. We have to can't be putting post secondary 
merits and criticisms on Social seriously look at not just an in- education on the resource side of 
Credit policy, crease in student financial aid our ledger ather than the social 
but a total restructuring of the services side of our ledger. I 
"We have watched post university andcollegesystem." think that (post secondary 
secondary education being slash- education) will be a w6aith 
ed by 33 percent in the last five Marzari said, "I consider generator granted an up-front 
years," Said Marzari, "and then post-secondary education to be a capital expenditure and down 
predicted further cut-backs in wealth generator, not a wealth the line it's going to serve us 
the coming year." drain and I think that we can well." 
Accord ing to Marzar i ,  I 
ed Education and Job Training, 
Stan Hagen, sits on the Treasury ---~ r~-=~. . :  ~ .  
Board, he was able to inject a 
small increase of less than three 
percent into the post secondary ~ ~ ~  
system last year but, "despite 
Hagen's charm, cabinet won't i6 
allow him to get away with that 
again". 
Marzari said the three percent 
increase had actually given the Copper post secondary system "a  features International Dinners 
respite" and administration i  Grill ot the All you can cot  for 
post secondary institutions $4.99 
could see "a light at the end of Ter race  Hote l  
the tunnel". I /~  But, "I say that light is false," I Mon.-Italian Night Thurs.-Indonesian Night 
she said. "I say from my percep- 
tion of it, from my reading of it, 
the cut-backs have been so 
preaching the health and the severe in our po~t secondary in- 
th~ wealth of this province." stitutions in last five years 
Marzari is, the critic for Ad- that we are in something like a 
Where it's at... 
A guide to 
Terrace's 
night l i fe-  
the "who 
where and 
when" for 
entertainment. 
":" Outstanding 
N riii  i [ Entertainment nightlyl 
m 
point at which the fetus is able to 
live independent of the mother's 
body. The viability age, how- 
ever, •is a moving target, having 
gone from 29 weeks to 22 weeks. 
in recent years due tO technical 
• advances  in caring for 
premature infants. 
Drafting of the legislation will 
probably be the joint respon- 
sibility of Justice Minister Ray 
Hnatyshyn and Health Minister 
Jake Epp, but Fulton said he 
would like to see the Canadian 
Medical Association take a more 
active role than it has up to this 
point. "There are major ethical 
and medical questions, and the 
CMA will have to get involved" 
he said. 
In addition to the abortion 
issue, Fulton said, there are a 
host of matters urrounding rep- 
roductive technology, such as 
genetic engineering and in vitro 
fertilisation, that have to be con- 
sidered. 
"There are some very serious 
questions we have to address as 
a society, and we have to put 
more thought into this," he 
stated. "We should also be look- 
ing at points beyond birth, at 
caring for the children who are 
born and growin our society." 
Fulton said his mail has not 
been exceptionally heavy on the 
abortion issue, and cited a recent 
poll indicating that 80 percent of 
British Columbians believe that 
abortion decisions are a matter 
best left to a woman, her family 
• and her doctor. 
"During the years I have 
represented this area, I've found 
that to be a widely held view," 
he said. 
TEDI ACE DINING 
GUI, 
Tues.-English Night Fri.-Oriental Night 
Wed.-Spanish Night Sat.-Canada Day 
Daily Luncheon g Dinner Buffet $6.75 Sunday Brunch $5.95 
Fine Dining 
~S~T In quiet s~.roundlngsl 
5 p.m, 10 p.m. : 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8141 
Polly's Care Chi.ne:i:,.& W:st::n 0Cuisine 
Frl. & Sat. 10:30 a.m. -- 1 a.m. 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. -- 10 p.m. 
638-1848 or 638-8034 
:,Y4,~ Try our Greek Specials 
L¢0"~ Best Pizza In Town 
FREE DELIVERY. FULLY LICENCED 
IIIIII 6as 7229 
IlJlll ~06 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
GIM'S 
RESTAURANT 
$ ~ ~ ~ l i~N ~.~-~:" Chinese & Canadian Food "~.\~- 
Specializing in Chinese t/~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK l!'!~,~ 
• Men - Wed 11.30 a .m.  - -  I0"00. p .m.  ~!! 
Cuis ine  and  Canad ian  I - Thursday 11:30,,.m.- 
Dishes ~.~ Fr i  - Sat  11:30 a .m.  - -  l ;OO a .m.  - -  
~-- '~1 4606GrelgAve., forTake.Out [---~----~ I Sunday 12:00a.m. I0:00 p ,m.  . . . . . .  I I  
LWJ  Te,,ace, B C p, 63581  
This spot could-be 
yours for as little as 
$4.50 per .weekll 
To:race Review 
4535 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
US-7848 
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Terrace Fire Chief Cliff Best, Kltlmat Fire Department representative John 
Crulkshank and Terrace fireflghter Ron Fleming took joint possession of a 
recent donation from McDonald's restaurants, presented by Karen Focker,. 
to start a fund for building a Fire Safety House. The structure will be used 
to demonstrate fire escape procedures to school children. 
Fund started for 
Fire Safety House 
The fire departments of Ter- trappings that create a realistic 
race, Thornhill and Kitimat scenario of a fire in the home. 
recently announced they have 
begun a joint fund raising effort 
with the object of building a 
"Fire Safety House". The full- 
sized, portable structure would 
be used primarily in area schools 
to teach children how to get out 
of a burning house alive. 
Terrace fire department 
representatives Ron Fleming and 
Cliff Best and Kitimat fire 
department spokesman John  
Cruikshank all confirmed in a 
recent interview that the sat'ety 
house concept has proven to be 
an effective teaching tool in 
other B.C. communities, and it 
has been well accepted by 
students and school adminis- 
trators. 
The structure itself, Best said, 
is a two-story moveable building 
about three meters wide by six 
meters long. It has full-size win- 
dows and doors, and is equipped 
with smoke alarms, smoke 
generating devices and other 
Children are given direct instruc- 
tion by fire safety professionals 
on how to safely escape from a 
burning building. 
The fund for building the 
structure was given its kick-off 
boost by the Terrace MeDonalds 
• restaurant recently. During a 
visit by the "Mac Tonite" 
character, restaurant publicist 
Karen Focker took polaroid 
photos of the well-known adver- 
tising figure with McDonalds' 
customers for donations. The 
proceeds were turned over, 
along with the take from a 
previous fund raising action, to 
the safety house fund last week. 
The amount was $428.65. 
The fire fighters do not yet 
have an estimate on the total 
cost of the structure. Anyone in- 
terested in becoming involved in 
the project can call the Terrace 
fire department (non-emergency 
number) or Karen Focker at 
McDonald's. 
¢ 
Federal day care strategy 
questioned by specialist 
TERRACE --  The new federal 
day care strategy devised by 
Health Minister Jake Epp does 
not inject as much money into 
the system as it appears to, and 
it may take years to access, mak- 
ing it a poor replacement for the 
inadequate funding system 
already in place, according to 
Mab Oloman, the Director of 
Child Care at the University of 
British Columbia. 
' by Charlynn Toews 
Oloman told 20 child care 
providers and students attending 
a workshop Saturday at North- 
west Community College that 
about half the $5.4 billion be 
spent over seven years is actually 
old money. If calculations ex- 
clude current day care subsidies 
for low-income families already 
paid for through the Canada 
Assistance Plan (CAP), the new 
money is less than $2 billion. 
"The federal contribution to the 
National Strategy on Child Care 
translates into a real cost of $157 
million a year for the seven 
years," she explained. 
In addition to the money for 
the "new" federal-provincial 
cost-sharing scheme, which 
simply replaces CAP, the 
strategy includes a controversial 
tax assistance component. "Giv- 
ing small amounts of money to 
parents does nothing to improve 
or create day care spaces for 
them to  choose among," 
Oloman said. 
In fact, almost half of the $5.4 
billion announced will go 
towards tax relief. $2.3 billion 
will pay for the two alternatives 
offered. The first is the child 
care expense deduction, for 
parents in the work force using 
receipted child care which will be 
increased from $2,000 to $4,000 
for a child under seven years old 
or a child with special needs. 
The maximum deduction for 
children seven to 14 years of age 
remains at $2,000. 
Agricultural lands transferred 
Administration of all Crown- Minister John Savage said this Lands administrative portfolio. 
owned agricultural properties transfer is a move to streamline About 80 percent of the 126 pro- 
and lease-to-purchase 
agreements for such properties 
will come under the Forests and 
Lands Ministry effective April 1, 
government administration pro- 
cedures affecting Crown-owned 
agricultural and, and to in- 
crease the possibility of sale 
perties are in the south coastal 
area. 
Oloman said this would be 
worth an average of $514 for a 
two-earner couple with a com- 
bined income of $40,000, which 
might pay for a month or two of 
child care at present rates. As 
well as offering little to parents 
having difficulty finding an af- 
fordable day care, "deductions 
benefit mainly higher income 
couples, and provide very little 
accountability for spending 
public money." 
The second alternative is the 
child tax credit, which is to be 
increased by $200 by 1989. 
Credits are payable for families 
with low or no taxes. A parent 
who stays at home to care for 
children, or who uses unre- 
ceipted child care may claim 
this. However, "a few hundred 
dollars is an insult to women 
who lobbied to have their work 
as mothers recognized by the 
federal government in its child 
care strategy," Oloman com- 
mented. 
Many Canadians also lobbied 
for improved parental leave, 
which was recommended by the 
Special Committee on Child 
Care in its report last year, but 
not included in the strategy. 
And, according to the Canadian 
Day Care Advocacy Associa- 
tion, an analysis of what the 
public said to the Special Com- 
mittee shows that 78 percent of 
the submissions called for the 
government o fund services 
directly, compared to 22 percent 
recommending that funds go to 
individual parents through a tax 
deduction or credit. 
Darlene Westerman,  a 
member of Terrace's volunteer 
Child Advocacy Committee, 
which organized the workshop, 
criticized the federal government 
for disregarding the views of 
Canadians expressed the the 
report. "They ignored it anddid 
what they wanted to do. It 's a 
small attempt to respond to pro- 
blems in child care. People who 
don't know the system or the 
details will be appeased." 
The federal funds that do go 
directly to services will total 
about $1.5 billion, depending on 
continued on page 23 
Val George appointed 
to Science Council 
TERRACE - -  Dr. Val George, Chemistry. 
President of Northwest Com- 
munity College, has been ap- 
pointed to the Board of Direc- 
tors of the ScienCe Council of 
British Columbia. 
The Science Council was set 
up in 1978. It has two principal 
functions. The first is to advise 
the government on science and 
technology policy. The other is 
to provide support for applied 
scientific research in the pro- 
vince. 
The board of the Council is 
made up of 15 leading scientists 
and business people in the pro- 
vince. Since 1980 it has 
distributed over $25 million to 
conduct almost three hundred 
projects in universities, colleges, 
and private industry. 
Dr. George was educated in 
Wales, and earned his doctorate 
in physical chemistry from the 
University of Wales. He is a 
chartered chemist and a member 
of the Royal Society of 
VAL GEORGE 
Dr. George is the author of a 
book on quantum chemistry and 
has published many articles in 
scientific and educational jour- 
nals. 
1988, according to an announce- 
ment last week by the B.C.  
government. 
Properties now managed by 
the Agricultural Land Commis- 
sion will be transferred to the 
Ministry of Forests and Lands. 
Theadministrative transfer 
has no effect on the ALR status 
of the properties, nor the ex- 
isting terms and conditions of 
the leaseholds. Agriculture 
where appropriate. 
The B.C. Lands division of 
the Ministry of Forests and 
Lands currently administers a
portfolio of about 1,600 lease- 
to-purchase agreements for 
agricultural land throughout the 
province. 
With the transfer, an addi- 
tional 126 farm properties, 
totalling about 12,000 acres, will 
be added to the Forests and 
Picture Framing Sale! 
20'% OFF in February 
On complete picture framing. 
Northern Light Studio 
4820 Halliwell Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 638-1403 
Open Monday - Saturday 9:30- 5:30 
( ~  DOORS OPEN AT 4:30 p.m. 
. BIN o t 
Bingo Palace 
4616 Hwy. 16 West 
SUNDAY: Terrace Athletics Assn. 
MONDAY: Terrace Minor Hockey 
TUESDAY: Kermodes or Jaycees 
WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blueback Swim C lu~- -~ 
THURSDAY: 747 Air Cadets 
FRIDAY: Parapeleglc Assn. 
SATURDAY: Parapelegic Foundation 
18 Regular games 
6 Extra Games 
EVERYONE WELCOME age 14 years and up. 
Thank you! Have a nice day! 
J 
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OPINION& 
Stirring the tea leaves 
After more than a year of public banter, bilk and 
rhetoric about Free Trade, Canadians have become 
universally bored by the topic, if indeed they were ever 
interested, and more than a little puzzled. At this point 
the specific cost-versus-benefits a pect of the issue are 
even less clear than they were at the beginning. 
In the Northwest, on one 
hand, we have Repap chief 
George Petty, who has given the 
regional forest industry a new 
lease on life, saying the Free 
Trade agreement will be the 
signal for construction of a new 
paper mill in Prince .Rupert. On 
the other side of the board we 
see a train of thoroughly damag- 
ing international nd binational 
decisions over the past year that 
have adversely affected the soft- 
wood lumber industry, domestic 
production of alcoholic bever- 
ages, the West Coast fishery, 
and last week Canadian clothing 
manufacturers. 
Proponents of Free Trade 
argue that if the agreement 
would have been in place these 
punitive actions could have been 
avoided, but the attitude being 
taken by American politicians 
prior to their ratification of the 
agreement appears to bode ill 
for the post-agreement at- 
mosphere. 
In  protesting the Canadian 
government's intention to rebate 
_ i 
Letters to the editor w i l l  be considered 
for publication only when signed. 
Please include your telephone number. 
The editor reserves ther ight to con- 
dense and edit letters. Opinions ex- 
pressed ore not necessarily those of 
the TerracG Review. 
One year subscription: 
In Canada $24.00 
Out of Canada $50.00 
customs duties to Canadian 
clothing manufacturers on im- 
ported textiles, it is apparent the 
U.S. Congress is going to use 
every ounce of leverage to create 
an agreement that will score 
election points for its members. 
With its domestic economy 
under attack, as shown by a 
deplorable balance of trade, 
protectionist sentiment in the 
U.S. is running at one of its 
periodic highs. It's hard to im- 
agine worse timing than this par- 
ticular election year for Canada 
to be pushing an agreement like 
this one. 
The prel iminary GATT 
(General Agreement on Tariffs 
~NA 
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the deal, and the provincial government $9.06. 
Even a case of domestic beer, the working man's drink, puts 
more money into the two governments' pockets ($5.85) than into 
the breweries' ($4.85). 
As an aside, the markup for imported wine is much higher than 
that for domestic wine. In the example above, the branch's markup 
for domestic wine is about 67 percent. By comparison, the markup 
on a $9.30 bottle of imported wine is $4.70. That's a whopping 144 
percent of the $2.82 the government pays for the wine. 
Now you know how the government earns more than half of this 
year's deficit from the sale of booze. Or to put it another way, 
without liquor profits, the anticipated deficit would have been $1.3 
billion instead of only $S50 million. 
Premier Won't Sue 
Bob Bierman, a syndicated cartoonist whose sense of humor 
came under the scrutiny of both the public and the courts some 
years back, has done it again, and to the same guy. 
You may remember the controversial cartoon, depicting a brutal- 
looking Bill Vander Zalm, then minister of social services, pulling 
wings off flies, declaring that it's fun. Vander Zaim sued Bierman 
and was awarded $3,500 in damages, but lost the appeal. 
This time around, Bierman produced a cartoon that's even more 
vicious by his own admission. It shows an equally sadistic and cruel- 
looking premier, wielding acoat hanger, looming over a young and 
very pregnant girl. The caption says "it's back to privatization for 
you, girl." 
Asked whether he'll take another run at  Bierman in court, 
Vander Zalm said, no. The cartoon,'he added, probably revealed 
more about Bierman's problems than his (the premier's) character. 
Speaking of Abortions 
Leaving aside the political Cartoonist,s perception of Vender 
Zaim's tand on abortion, the premier last week fanned the abor- 
tion issue flames that threaten to consume the last vestige of reason 
and rationality. 
If the province can't have abortion committees todecide whether 
or not an abortion ought to be permitted, the government will 
withdraw funding for all abortions, the premier announced. 
A number of doctors appear to agree with aforementioned car- 
toonist, although theyput it a littlemore delicately than Bierman ~
continued on page 21 
Liquor loot dents deficit by $.5 billion 
The liquor distribution branch l~as just Before you finally buy it, the federal government has made $4.12 on 
released its latest annual report, a 4S-page 
document that should have been published 
under the heading A License to Print 
Money. 
Take the opening paragraph of the sec- 
tion dealing with profits. "The branch ex- 
ceeded the revenue target of $420 million 
set by the government for this 0986-87) 
fiscal year. Net income was $425 million 
from total iquor store sales in the province 
of 1,188 million." 
Now that's what I call profit. There isn't a retailer anywhere who 
wouldn't be delirious at making a 35.7 percent profit after paying 
salaries, rent, taxes and all the other nuisances that take the fun out 
of making money. 
Also keep in mind that in addition to the profit from retailing 
alcoholic beverages, the government collects taxes from brewers, 
distillers and wineries that make the stuff, and the hotels, 
restaurants, lounges and pubs that sell it. 
The report makes it clear that booze has lost none of its attrac- 
tion. The statistics are enough to drive anyone to drink. In the 12 
months covered by the report, British Columbians guzzled 233 
million liters of beer, 36 million liters of wine, 23 million liters of 
hard liquor and 12 million liters of coolers. 
If you took all the water out of all of those beverages, you would 
be left with more than 25 million liters of pure alcohol, all of which 
played havoc with B.C. livers, kidneys and God knows what else 
during those 12 months. 
Alas, the government offers something inreturn for gouging con- 
noisseurs of spirits at the liquor store cash register. British Colum- 
bia's liquor retail system has got to be among the best in the world. 
For product choice alone, it offers the consumer more than any 
private retail outlet could afford to. 
In all, British Columbians can choose from 2,330 different wines, 
beers, coolers and hard liquors. That's the total number of listings 
-- products approved for sale in B.C. --  although not all of them 
are available in each store. 
Least available are specialty listings, generally found only in the 
branch's pecialty stores. That's where you find bottles of wine for 
did. 
If medical insurance won't pay for abortions, some women who 
cannot afford to pay the $700 to a hospital may end up in the hands 
of illegal abortionists, doctors say. And that, they add, will in- 
evitably result in deaths. 
$200 a piece and whiskeys that rival King "rut in age. 
For the liquor distribution branch, privatization isn't a new con- 
cept. For years now, the branch's own liquor stores have existed 
side by side with rural agency stores, licensee retail stores and the 
various on and off-site stores operated by producers. 
Sharing the field with the private sector has, in part been the 
result of the branch's never-ending quest for the maximization of
profits. The other reason is a genuine desire to deliver the best- 
possible service, even in remote areas. 
In 1985, for instance, the government permitted wineries to 
establish retail stores away from their production sites. That same 
year, certain hotels and neighborhood pubs were allowed to open 
retail stores on their premises for the sale of beer, wines, ciders and 
coolers. Two years later, there were 79 such outlets. 
Now, to give you an idea of how the government manages to turn 
what many people consider a vice into cold, hard cash, here's a 
breakdown of product cost and end price to the consumer. 
Take a bottle of B.C. wine with a retail price tag of $4. I0. That 
same bottle costs the government $1.90 plus 34 cents federal excise 
tax and another 34 cents federal sales tax, raising the price to $2,58. 
Now the liquor distribution branch adds its markup of $1,29 and 
slaps a provincial sales tax on the whole package. That's how a 
$1.90 bottle of wine gets to be a $4.10 bottle of wine. 
The figures for hard liquor are even more astounding, A $15,93 
bottle of.hootch leaves the supplier with a price tag of only $2.77, 
Become A Columnist, Jack 
The longer Jack Kempf tries his hand at embarrassing the govern, 
ment, the more he sounds like a political columnist rather than a 
Socred politican, or at least former Socred. Already, he's better 
than the NDP at knocking the stuffing out of cabinet ministers. 
In last week's letter to his constituents -- no home should be 
without one -- Kempf talked about two super ministers playing 
Santa Claus in the Bulkley Valley, handing out long-overdue che- 
ques for a variety of community projects. 
"In an attempt to convince the people of our region that new 
government policy is alive and well, and good for us all, old pro- 
mises were regurgitated, and new .monies were miraculously 
found," the Omineca MLA said. 
"Governments have historically attempted to buy us with our 
o w, money, but never have I seen it done so blatantly or with such : 
vigor," he added. 
I'm supposed to write that way, Jack, ~at  are you trying to do 
steal my job? : 
i 
I 
Do you get excited 
about the Olymp,cs? , ii ~ 
Norbert Hartig 
I believe the Olympics 
have moved away from its 
or ig inal  concept,  i.e. 
amateur sports. The Olym- 
pics, in my opinion, are too 
commercial and It seems to 
me that competition is bet- 
ween the corporations and 
not the athletes. 
Jacqule Terpstra 
No. The Northwest ap- 
peared to be left out of the 
Olympic build-up. No torch 
through the Northwest did 
not help the Olympic spirit. 
Sherry McDames 
Yes and no, just when 
there's a good sport happen- 
ing. I enjoy watching swim- 
ming in the summer and 
hockey in the winter when 
my favorite team is winning. I
would like to see B.C. caused me to look at sports 
athletes capture gold medals with disinterest. You don't 
for Canada. I do like seeing really know if you'reseeing a 
the bearing of the torch. I real competition or a staged 
even tried to keep up with its exhibition anymore. 
progress on the news. .- 
Dorothy Oman 
I'm not a fan of sports so 
the Olympics,don't really ex- 
cite me. 
Police report 
On Jan. 26 at 10:30 a.m. a tempts in the Thornhill area over 
the past two weeks. All but one 
of the snowmobiles have been 
recovered. Terrace RCMP urge 
the public to keep vehicles ecure 
when not in use. 
Terrace RCMP report that a 
minor, two-vehicle accident oc- 
curred at the intersection of 
Sparks St. and Lazelle Ave. on 
the afternoon of Jan. 23. No in- 
juries resulted, and damages 
were estimated at $1,100, 
single-vehicle accident occurred 
near the bridge at Clear Creek 
on Kalum Lake Drive south of 
Rosswood. 
The driver of a pickup truck 
towing a fifth wheel trailer load- 
ed with 3 tons of concrete lost 
control of his vehicle in icy road 
conditions. No injuries Occurred 
and damage to the truck was 
estimated to be $10,000. 
Terrace RCMP are in- 
vest igat ing a series of 
sno~obi le thefts and theft at- 
John Whitt ington 
No. Controversies urroun- 
ding today's sports have 
Party-picks 
executive 
The Skeena riding association 
of the newly-formed Christian 
Heritage Party of Canada an- 
nounced recently the election of 
an executive at meeting in 
Smithers. 
The partY's officers for 1988 
are president M. Moeliker of 
Smithers, vice-president J. 
Kuntz of Smithers, secretary D. 
Vander Hoek of Smithers, 
treasurer W. Higginson of 
Smithers, and directors R. 
Peters of Terrace, E. Taylor of 
Smithers and W. Kanis of 
Smithers. 
All officials were elected by 
acclamation. 
In a statement issued after the 
meeting the party's membership 
indicated that its immediate ob- 
jectives are to widen support 
throughout the riding, establish 
committees in each Skeena 
municipality and ultimately 
select a candidate to run in the 
next federal election. 
In summarizing their political 
philosophy, the party stated it 
"believes civil government tobe 
under the authority of God, and 
that the purpose of civil govern- 
ment is to ensure freedom and 
justice for a nation's citizens by 
upholding law and order in ac- 
cordance with Biblical prin- 
ciples". 
The Skeena riding association 
is one of 15 the party has 
organized so far in Canada. 
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Letter 
Region needs mutual 
support and respect 
To the Editor; 
Your paper of Feb. 10 con- 
ta ined a letter entit led 
"Kitimat's Coquihalla" by L. 
Watmough. This letter pokes 
fun at the proposed Houston- 
Kitimat road, the Kitimat 
Chamber of Commerce, council 
and anything else that moves in 
the Northwest. 
The humor, however, has a 
bite to it that we in Kitimat feel 
is unwarranted and unnecessary. 
If we go back to the 1940's, Ter- 
race was pretty small, and 
Kitimat did not exist. Since that 
time, Kitimat's growth has 
helped Terrace's growth. More 
success for Kitimat has meant 
more success for Terrace. Why 
then the venom, Mr. Wat- 
mough? 
Kitimat's small business com- 
munity is in somewhat dire 
straits at this time. The popula- 
tion is down 25 percent since 
1981 and over 400 housing units 
are empty. Where Terrace had 
building permits valued at $10 
million in 1987, Kitimat's was 
under $2 million. We applande 
the success of Terrace, Mr. Wat- 
mough. 
With respect o the proposed 
Houston-Kitimat road, we must 
state that our first interest in the 
road is in creating additional 
wealth for the region, not 
redistributing it. We have to be 
intrigued with this route 
because, if it worked, it .~ould 
cut transportation costs for 
many forestry operations as far 
east as Prince George. This 
would permit these forestry 
operations to go further for their 
logs, and this would help main- 
tain their work forces. 
Also, if this road were suc- 
cessful, logs from around 
Morice Lake could be moved to 
Kitimat. It could mean a sawmill 
in Kitimat and, perhaps, an ex- 
panded or new pulp mill. This 
would mean jobs in Kitimat and, 
in turn, more jobs in Terrace. 
We have never said this road 
is a sure thing or that Highways 
or anyone else should build it. 
We have said the idea has to be 
explored to see if it is technically 
and financially feasible. 
The plateau at 3,000 feet 
elevation east of the pass is easy 
terrain. The approach to the 
4,600-foot pass is a gradual 4.6 
percent grade. The pass, the 15 
km. through the headwaters of 
the south Kitimat River, and the 
arrival at the top of north Hirsch 
Creek is difficult, and the 
decline at 5.7 percent grade into 
Kitimat is relatively easy. (Banff 
is at 4,530-foot elevation). 
It is certainly feasible to build 
a road on this route. Whether it 
is economically worthwhile has 
yet to be determined, and this is 
what we want to find out. If it is 
not economically practical, we 
will abandon it. 
On a broader basis, we did not 
complain about Terrace when 
Eurocan/West Fraser bought 
the near-bankrupt sawmill in 
Terrace, created more jobs there 
and shut down their Kitimat 
sawmill with the loss of 200 
jobs. When the Kitimat logging 
trucks all moved to Terrace, we 
did not blame Terrace. 
We have also supported Ter- 
race in its efforts to become a 
regional centre for government 
and the like. We would support 
Terrace in a highway north to 
Aiyansh, Cranberry,  and 
Meziadin.' We may someday be 
• supporting asmelter in Terrace. 
Why then, Mr. Watmough, 
do you find it necessary to 
denigrate our aspirations? You 
and we should be building a big- 
ger economic base for our 
region. It is senseless pending 
our time trying to undermine 
each other. Let us help Stewart 
get power and a sawmill. Let us 
help Smithers open the land 
north of it. And let us help each 
other. 
Norm MacRitchie 
Kitimat 
,q 
The Terrace Friends and Families of Schizophrenics 18 a support 
group that meets once per month. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Conference Room at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. One aim of the group Is to provide community education 
about this illness. Anyone wising to learn more or become part of this 
group is welcome to attend the meetings. Please call 638-3325 for fur- 
ther Info. 
February is our 
steak affair month! 
at the Bavarian Inn Restaurant 
Everyday  is • 
Valentine's Day! . 
Put your heart in the .. 
right'place February 14th 
ENTREES 
Includes easonal vegetables, baked potato 
sour dough bread with garlic & plain butter. 
Sirloin with sauteed mushrooms 
7 oz. sirloin topped with herb butter $10.~0 
New York Pepper steak 
crushed black peppercorn coated !0 oz. New York, ' 
served with green peppercorn sauce. $12,95 
Sirloin & Seafood Fettudne 
7 oz. sirloin, scallops, shrimp, mussels in a cream 
white wine sauce laced with fettucine noodles $14.95 
Sirloin Steak Neptune 
7 oz. sirloin topped with crabmeat (no imitation) & bearnaise sauce. $14.95 
For Reservations Call 6J5.9161 
Open 7 days = week 
I 
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InSanity in 
;ommentary 
Local fans and practitioners of Jazz dancing will be Interssteo in an even: 
scheduled to take place In Prince Rupert In early May. The B.C. Annual 
Jazz Dance competition will be held over a three-day.aerlod in the nnrt 
city's new Civic Centre and it is expected to craw some ot me v,nem dancers 
in the province. Judging will be in 11 categories and thousands of dollars 
in prize money Is being offered. Further Information on entries and ticket 
availability for performances can be obtained by calling the Jazz Produc- 
tions Association in Prince Rupert at 1.800-663-7760. 
t Stephanle Wlebe 
ELP WANTED: Psychia- 
ist/Journalist needed to treat 
eelance writer with headline 
~sorder. Must have good 
!rise of humor. 
I think I need professional 
elp. All my adult life, I've been 
lagued with thoughts of 
ewspaper headlines. Strange, 
h? Let me give an example: It's 
sen a hectic afternoon. I'm 
~lding laundry, burning dinner, 
nd thinking about the busy 
~,ening ahead. My kids are chat- 
.~ring excitedly, both talking at 
ae same time, vying for my at- 
ration. My mind shifts into 
eutral, and suddenly I can see a 
~eadline --  "BERSERK 
/IOTHER STUFFS SOCKS 
DOWN CHILD'S THROAT". 
Or how about this one? I'm 
standing in line at the grocery 
store, running late, impatiently 
drumming my fingers on a car- 
ton of melting ice cream. The 
Pick-pocketry, Victoria style 
Letter 
To the Editor; 
Santa Claus was a little late 
arriving in the Bulkley Valley, 
but two Super Ministers and one 
Parliamentary. Secretary finally 
arrived in Houston and Smithers 
on the last weekend in January. 
In an attempt to convince the 
people of our 'region" that new 
government policy is alive and 
well, and good for us all, old 
promises were regurgitated and 
new monies were miraculously 
found --  money for the Granisle 
Road upgrading, asphalt for the 
Houston airport, a long overdue 
cheque for the Smithers Expo 
Legacy Project, ~alvation for the 
Smithers Ski Corporation...who 
knows what else.' 
Don't get me wrong. I'm not 
knocking the return of a small 
share of our tax dollars to the 
north. Fin simply pointing out 
the manner in which it is being 
done. Many people in all com- 
munities involved" worked long 
and hard for the projects in 
question and many other pro- 
jects not yet recognized. Let's 
not lose sight of this community 
involvement. Governments have 
historically attempted to buy us 
Good 1987 for Alcan 
A recent report released by 
Alcan Aluminum Limited in- 
dicated a rise in income and 
stock for the company. 
The report showed a definite 
increase in the fourth quarter 
which ended Dec. 31, 1987. Dur- 
ing that time Alcan was able to 
secure a net income of $136 
million (U.S.) compared to the 
1986 figure of $61 for the same 
quarter. 
The company finished the 
year with a total net income of 
$433 million (U.S.) compared to 
$277 million in 1986. Shipments 
for the 1987 fourth quarter even 
increased, 566,000 tonnes of 
aluminum was shipped (all 
forms) while 526,000 tonnes 
were shipped previously. The 
quarterly operating renenue and 
consolidated sales reached 
$1,868 million, compared to 
$1,482 million; while the year 
end figures were $6797 million 
compared to $5,956 million and 
2,197,000 tonnes were shipped 
in 1987 while 2,119,000 tonnes 
were shipped in 1986. 
The increases in production 
symbolize a strong demand for 
aluminum despite some labour 
problems at various ites. Accor- 
ding to chairman and executive 
officer, David Culver, continu- 
ing success in the world 
• Aluminum Market as well as the 
reduction of costs have made 
1987 a successful year for the 
large company. 
with our own money, but never 
have I seen it done so blatantly 
or with such vigor. 
There was a note of concern, 
however, expressed by at least 
one local community leader at 
the intermunicipal meeting held 
in Smithers, when the question 
of jurisdiction with respect to in- 
dustrial taxation reared its ugly 
head. Perhaps if Victoria has its 
way, they wil ! pick our pockets 
even cleaner than they are now, 
and in that way have more 
goodies for future handouts. 
Jack J. Kempf, MLA 
Omineca 
These Iwo local children were among the multitude of colortully.oostumeo 
youngsters who attended the Terrace and District Multlcultural Associa- 
tion's International potluck dinner recently. For more pictures see page 18 
and 19. 
! in 
• .... see me, sitting calmly amid 
• ,  ' chaos, and think, Shedeals With 
• ' • all this turmoil quite well. But, 
. . . . . .  inside, I'm seeing headlines. 
man ahead of me has chosen "LOONY WOMAN RUNS 
three items that need a price NAKED THROUGH 
STREETS".  Subtitle: "As  
police took her away, she was 
heard to ask, 'Why were all 
those people laughing?" 
I'm trying hard to remain in 
control, but let's hope some pro- 
fessional help is on the way. I 
can just see the headline --  
"DOCTOR SAYS WRITER IS 
BRAIN-DEAD". Subtitle: " I  
don't know how she can write a 
column. That woman is mad as 
a hatter." 
check, and he decides he's 
forgotten molasses and needs to 
dash off to get it. Flash! I see the 
headline --  "WILD WOMAN 
SQUASHES ICE CREAM ON 
MAN --  INCITES GROCERY 
STORE RIOT". Sometimes 
there's a subtitle:. "She was car- 
ried away, screaming, 'But it 
was s'posed to be the express 
laneV' 
I think I have to find another 
way to handle stress. You may 
Does this-region 
deserve any less? 
Letter 
To the Editor; 
The rationale for the propos- 
ed closure of CFPR/CBC we 
have been told over and over 
again is because with a popula- 
tion of 100,000 in this listening 
area we do not have enough peo- 
ple to rate this service. 
How interesting then to learn 
that our fellow Canadians in 
Yellowknife have a CBC station 
with about twice the staff of 
CFPR serving a population of 
less than 25,000 people. And, 
in Whitehorse, the CBC station 
again with twice the staff is ~erv- 
ing a population Of less than 
30,000. 
That is almost 60 staff 
members and population of 
about 50,000. 
Are we less deserving than 
other Canadians? 
Our ef forts  to save 
CFPR/CBC have been most in- 
teresting and frustrating. This 
plan was initiated here and pro- 
moted at great expense (keep in 
mind we are always hearing 
about cutbacks and shortage of 
money for the CBC) with no 
consideration at all, it seems, for 
• how drastically it will effect all 
of us. The closest examination 
of the proposal has convinced us 
that the plan has no merit what- 
soever. We only hope we can 
convince the CRTC panel to re- 
ject this application on March 
11, 1988. 
I want to take this opportuni- 
ty to thank everyone who has 
helped in any way to Save the 
CBC: 
Evelyn Basso 
Alderman, City of Prince 
Rupert and Coordinator, 
Save the CBC Committee 
I 
Perfmmef John Kaplsn and his assistant Nlla will present "Abracadabra", a show of magic and llluslon, March 6. 
st the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Kaplan's repertolra includes levltstlon, maklng objects appear and dluppear into ana 
out of thln alr; and other demonstratlons, some of which Involve audlenr~, n~mbers. Tlokets are available from 
Sight and Sound or at the door. The show Is sponsored by the Skeena Junlor Secondary School athletics depart- 
ment. 
"Suspicion", a drawing by Sharon Darvlll of Howe Sound Secondary 
School In Squemlsh, is one of dozens of striking art works currently on ex- 
hibit In the Terrace Art Gallery, downstairs from the public library. On 
display until Feb. 27 are pieces from the British Columbia Young Artists 
Show, a travelling exhibit sponsored by the Emily Carr College of Art and 
Design. 
WCB seeks advice 
Labor Minister Lyall hanson 
said recently he wants a better 
system of setting policy for the 
Workers' Compensation Board. 
Hanson announced he will ap- 
point an advisory committee to 
recommend ways to improve 
participation for all parties af- 
fected by the WCB. 
"Workers and employers 
need to participate more effec- 
tively in establishing WCB 
policies," Hanson said. "As a 
result of consultation with 
representatives of business and 
labor, I will appoint a special 
committee to recommend what 
form that participation should 
take." 
Hanson has asked business 
and labor to recommend the 
names of possible committee 
members and expects to make an 
announcement soon. 
The committee Hanson ap- 
points has until August 31, 1988 
to recommend ways of improv- 
ing participation i  the policy- 
setting process of the WCB. 
The Minister concluded: "As 
well as addressing some of the 
concerns raised by the Om- 
budsman in his WCB report last 
summer, this initiative also 
reflects the government's com- 
mitment to safety and fairness in 
the workplace." 
NA1 IONWIDE 
JAN. IS  tll. , FEB .  15  th 
For more details ask your local dealer. 
Prince Rupert Terrace 
624-4236 L 635"4948 
IIII 
/ 
Kltimat 
632-5000 
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Is some life more precious 
Commentary than other life? 
The abortion issue splits peo- 
ple into two camps with few 
lingerers in the middle ground. 
Why,? 
Perhaps the media has focus- 
ed our attention on the emo- 
tional dichotomy without ad- 
dressing the pros and cons of the 
issue, in order to make a more 
sensational story out of it than it 
actually is. 
Certainly, ripping a tiny 
helpless embryo into fragments 
elicits our protective instincts 
and it is a cruel act. 
On the other side of this issue 
is unwanted pregnancy and the 
cruelty of pro-lifers towards the 
pregnant woman, and the cruel- 
ty of society towards unwanted 
children plus the cruelty of un- 
wanted children towards ociety. 
When is an egg just an em- 
bryo, a 'human' embryo, a 'live 
human' fetus, an 'unborn child', 
a 'legal human being' with all 
the rights and privileges of socie- 
ty? 
At what point in its develop- 
ment does it become human? 
The answer is that it is live 
human protoplasm at every 
stage as long as it is alive and has 
human genes. 
Where then do we draw the 
line at what or degree of 
development the human being 
gets legal status? 
It must of necessity be ar- 
bitrary where we set the line but 
it should be practical from a 
human perspective. 
The most convenient is of 
course at birth. 
Are we going to start giving 
live human protoplasm legal 
protection? What about skin 
cells in tissue culture? Does it 
deserve legal status? What about 
epithelial cells from the mouth? 
by Jorma Jyrkkanen 
What about individual sperm 
cells, or individual ova that are 
potential babies but get wasted 
each month unless fertilized? 
Every one of the ova is a 
potential adult human, and most 
are wasted. 
If we truly think that all life is 
precious, then every ovum 
within every female should be 
fertilized and made into a baby. 
Each woman could therefore 
produce about  300 offspring 
during a lifetime. 
Wasting sperm or ova would 
have to be made illegal, and we 
would have to police this. 
Cameras under the sheets? 
But how many pro-lifers have 
taken birth control? How many 
pro-lifers have gone a month 
without being pregnant? How 
many pro-lifers have gone a 
month without being pregnant? 
How many sperm cells are 
wasted each month by pro- 
lifers? 
The toll in unborn wasted 
human potential is enormous, if
this is the rationale that we ac- 
cept. 
C lear ly ,  the unborn  
' wasted-human-potential-aU- 
life-is-precious' argument isn't 
even adhered to in this sense by 
pro-lifers, nor is it acceptable 
for purely practical reasons. 
How many pro-lifers do we 
know that have even twenty 
kids? 
I can't think of one. 
They in fact take the position 
that an ovum isn't human or 
worthy of life just because it's 
an ovum. It must be fertilized. 
If I read this correctly, the 
position of these pro-lifers is 
then changed by the act of inter- 
course. It miraculously trans- 
forms the hitherto worthless but 
very human ovum intoan entity 
worthy of legal protection from 
their point of view. 
Should it matter if that inter- 
course was with a child, rapist or 
by incest or if the person is 
suicidal or absolutely lacks the 
will or stamina to carry a fetus 
to term? 
Doesn't it matter to them if 
the mother can care for it or not 
or if she has trauma giving a 
baby up? 
Do pro-lifers care if the fetus 
is severely malformed or if the 
thought of having it destroys the 
mother? 
Does it matter to them if the 
mother wants privacy or not 
over her body and are they not  
in fact contemptuous of our 
Supreme Court and the right of 
privacy of the woman7 
Do they want to rape her of 
her privacy as well and do they 
continued on page 16 
Ford Escort 
The world's best-selling car. 
$500 Cash Bonus* plus value package savings on 1988 Escort L 
Standard Equipment Equipment Package 015A 
• * front wheel drive • power brakes 
• 5 speed manual transaxle • reclining front bucket seats 
• Electronic Fuel injection • rear window defroster 
• 1.9 L engine • cloth seat trim 
• independent 4 wheel suspension • 
• tinted glass 
• AM/FM radio 
• rear window defroster 
.$aaaj=oo 
Cash Bonus* direct 
from Ford... SAVE s500 
Quality isJob 1 
635-4984 
4631 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Call toll free: 
1.800.772-1128 
DL 5548 
_ - - -  - . _ . - : . .  - - -  _ _ 
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SPORT 6 
The Scores are... 
f iB.  16 
f iB.  18 
TERRACE MEN'S REC HOCKEY LEAGUE 
Inn of the West &Northern Motor Inn Okies 0. 
North Coast Auto 10-C.N. 8 
A 16.year veteran of the NH k wars Is Andy Bathgate who will be In the Mon. 
Weal Old Pros' lineup when they come to Terrace March 10 to take on the 
Terrace Tlmbennen Oldtlmers. An ex.Ranger, Maple Leaf, Rea wing ana 
Penguin, Bathgate retired in 1971. Bathgate finished up with 349 goals and 
624 assists In regular season play. He added 21 more goals in playoff ac- 
tion. Tickets are going fast for this one-night stand. Best get yours today at 
Cedarland Tire, Terrace Totem Ford or All Seasons Sports. 
Terrace Valentine 
bonspi I taken by 
Prince eorge club 
The Chris Carson rink of 
Prince George, with some Ter- 
race talent mixed in, won 'A' 
event at the Terrace ladies 31st 
annual Valentine Bonspiel at the 
Terrace Curling Club on the 
February 13 weekimd, 
Carson went through 
undefeated for the second 
straight year. She downed Signe 
Carpenter of Prince Rupert 9-5 
in the final. In semi-final games, 
Carson edged Rupert's Sue 
Comadina 10-9 while Carpenter 
edged Kitimat's Joan Hough 
8-7. 
'B' event went tothe Lonnie 
Paul rink of Prince Rupert who 
downed Brenda Lutz of Terrace 
17-3 in the final. Paul's team 
was skipped by Sheila Wells. 
Paul beat Dawn Garner of 
Terrace 11-3 in the semis while 
Lutz took care of Nancy Fugere 
8-7 in the other match. 
Kitimat's Barb Opheim won 
'C" event with a 9-1 win over 
Terrace's Judy Degerness in the 
final. In the semis, it was i0-4 
for Opheim over Paulette Pat- 
terson of Terrace, and 11-4 for 
Degerness over Kathy Epp of 
Terrace, 
Pat  McDougall of Hazelton 
won 'D' event. She beat Helen 
Joseph of Cassiar 7-6 in the 
final, Joseph downed Marie 
B~kley 8-5 in her semi-final 
while McDougall took Mars 
Skead 6-5 in her semi. 
Forty-four inks took part in 
the three-day series. 
For more pictures .of the 
winning teams, see page 
10. 
Hockey 
playoff 
results 
Several Minor Hockey playoff 
series were completed on the 
Feb. 13 weekend. 
Kitimat's Legion Bomber 
midgets won a trip to B.C. dou- 
ble 'AA' finals at Powell River 
during the spriang break. In 
their best-of-three playoff at 
Kitimat against Houston, the 
Bombers won 3-2 and 6-4. 
Prince Rupert hosted bantam 
and peewee semi.finais. The 
bantam went to the host team 
with 8-4 and 9-2 wins over the 
Aluminum City lads. 
The peewee best-of-three went 
the distance as Kitimat took a 
7-3 loss in the opener, then 
roared back to win the final pair 
6-4 and 6-3. 
In the tri-city league, it took 
Terrace an extra weekend to  win  
the best-of-three atom division 
TERRACE MEN'S BASKETBALL 
FEll. 16 No Scores Available .. , 
FIB. 18 No Scores Available ' 
TERRACE MEN'S COMMERCIAL HOCKEY LEAGUE 
FEB. 14 Skeena Hotel 6.Inn of the West 3 
FEB. 18 SKB Wreckers 12-Skeeno Hotel 6 :"" • i":i ! 
TERRACE MEN'S BASKETBALL LEAGUE STANDINGS :~,' ~: ,: ..1 ~:- 
TEAM WON LOST POINTS : : :  
Ev's Clippers 28 S 56 !~i! ~
All Seasons 22 11 44 
Kluss & Sons 6 27 12 
Skeena Hotel 10 23 20 ~ : 
TERRACE COMMERCIAL HOCKEY LEAGUE STANDINGS 
TEAM WON LOST TIED POINTS 
Skeena Hotel 6 11 0 12 
SKB Wreckers 8 11 0 16 
Inn of the West 13 S 0 26 
TERRACE MEN'S REC HOCKEY LEAGUE 
TEAM WON LOST TIED POINTS 
" North Coast Auto 18 6 2 38 
C.N. 11 11 3 24 
Inn of the West 4 14 6 14 
Thornhill Okles 10 11 3 23 
Sponsored by..... 
Br d A$cacics Ltd. 
Come =n to our off ice at 
4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
Phone 638-8581 
A complete personalized 
Insurance Agency for 
Home • Life • Fire 
• Boat = Business 
AUT.ORIZEO AQE.Ts  
Cflds Carson of Pdnce George came to Terrace for the annual Ladles Valentine bonsplel and wound up winning 
'A' Event for the second year In a row. 
semi-final. Terrace had won and 
tied against IGtimat. With a lack 
of available ice time, the 
deciding game had to be delayed 
one week. 
Terrace made sure of a berth 
in the final against Rupert by 
whipping Kitimat 14-7, Devon 
Van HuUe set the pace with six 
goals. Norm Laderoute added a 
hat trick, while Scott Blanes and 
Ken Lavoie each chipped in with 
a pair. David Broak got the 
other goal 
,.. ~!;~;!~i~:~::~- i  ,  ,.... 
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Drillers top team in Oldtimers' tournament 
Smithers Drillers showed 
there's still talent in their 
35-and-older legs as they skated 
to three straight victories to win 
'A' side of the annual Terrace 
Timbermen's Oldtimers Hockey 
Tournament at the Terrace 
Arena on the February 13 
weekend. 
It was a 12-team series with 
teams eventually going into one 
of four divisions for semi-final 
and final play. A last minute 
dropout by Houston Hobblers 
failed to dampen the tourna- 
ment's spirit as a replacement 
team called Terrace All-Stars 
came out of the men's recreation 
league to fill in. 
The Drillers met the All-Stars 
in their first encounter and made 
quick work of the replacements 
on a 10-1 victory. Don Lychak 
paced them with a pair of goals. 
Next for the Drillers was 
Vanderhoof Bullets, who proved 
no match for the Smithers gang 
as they gained a berth in the 'A' 
final on a 14-1 win. Don Oulton 
fired in five goals while Norm 
Adomeit added a trio for 
Drillers. 
The 'A' championship game 
saw Adomeit score three, plus 
two-goal efforts from Butch 
Morris and Lychak as they 
downed Kitimat Merchants 8-3. 
The Merchants started with 
two wins in a row to earn a place 
in 'A' section. They beat Nor- 
thern Motor Inn Okies 7-4 in 
their opener as Essa Heikkila, 
Paul Quinn and Barry Bou- 
dreault all scored twice. 
Next they outscored Rupert's 
Wrinkles 6-5 with Quinn and 
Boudreault firing a pair. John 
Vaudrey had three for the losers. 
The 'A' semi-final saw Mer- 
chants double the hometown 
Timbermen 6-3, with Bou- 
dreault coming in with his third 
straight wo-goal effort. 
The 'B' side final went to 
Rupert Wrinkles with a 12-0 
blanking of Vanderhoof.  
Vaudrey had four goals while 
Butch Duffy came in with three. 
Factory Pre-assembled 
Compone,d, 
Ea$,' Site Assembly! 
1 
. Northern Motor Inn Okies 
came back from their ope,'dng 
loss to shutout Burns Lake 
Economart 6-0 in the 'C' final. 
They got two goals from Dick 
Shinde. 
The 'D' final was a tight 2-1 
win for Hazelton Skeena Oldies 
over the Terrace Stars. 
Hockey sticks were presented 
tO players coring winning goals 
in all the four finals. The players 
were Prince Rupert's John 
Vaudrey, Hazelton's Ray 
Sterne, Smithers' Don Oulton 
and Okies' Dick Shinde. 
Burns Lake ended up winning 
the fair play trophy by getting 
only four minutes in penalties in 
three games. 
Results of other game's were as 
follows: 
The Timbermen started with a 
7-0 win over Kitimat North Star 
Molson Golden Oldies.• Grant 
Casper had two goals. 
Rupert's Wrinkles edged 
Hazelton 6-5 in their opener. 
This went into overtime after a 
regulation 5-5 sawoff. Jim 
Johnson and Vaudrey each had 
two goals. Ray Kerr and Steve 
Leary did likewise for Hazelton. 
Smithers Rubber Puckers and 
Rupert Puckaneers also needed 
overtime after a 3-3 tie. 
Puckaneers won 4-3 as Bob 
Morgan scored two. 
In one of the better games, 
Vanderhoof blanked Burns 
Lake 1-0. 
Next it was the Okies shutting 
out Hazelton 5-0 with Bob 
Peacock counting a hat trick. 
The third overtime game 
resulted in Hazelton edging 
Smithers Rubber Puckers 4-3 
after a 3-3 tie. Fred Simms paced 
Hazelton with two goals. 
A hat trick by Vaudrey and 
two from Ron Waddell led the 
Wrinkles to an 11-0 triumph 
over the Puckaneers in an all- 
Rupert contest. 
Casper fired home three in the 
Timbermen's 9-1 win over the 
Puckaneers. 
George Blakey and Steve 
Smith.n; Ddllers put together three straight wins to capture 'A' side of the annual Terrace Tlmbermen Oloumers 
hockey tournament on February 13 weekend. 
DiUabough each had two in the 
Okies 5-0 blanking of Kitimat 
Stars. 
In the other two games, Burns 
Lake downed Terrace All-Stars 
4-2 and Kitimat Stars defeated 
Smithers Rubber Puckers 3-2. 
The Terrace Minor Hockey Association would like to hear from anyone 
interested In being Involved with the Minor Hockey Concession Com- 
mittee: Please contact Yvonne Hill, 638-1111 or Sharon Larmour, 
635-3161 or write to Box 121, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2. Also: Anyone In. 
terested In coaching for Terrace Minor Hockey's 1987-88 season 
please contact: Low Larmour, 635-3161 or Clair Irwin, 638.6314 Dr write 
to Box 121, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2. 
Terrace Youth 
SOCCER 
1988 REGISTRAT ION - -  Skeena  Ma l l  
Friday, February 26th 5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Saturday, February 27th 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. i !  l I i i  I I i i i  I I l " '~"11 d , ,,.. 
' i1 1"" Elig e: Girls and boys born in 1970 to and incl0ding 1981. ,, 
Fees: Players in the U-10, U-8, and U-7's, birthdate 1978-1981 ........... $25.00 
All older players birthdate 1970-1977 . $35 00 e t e • ® i t t o . t  • i•  o t to .  l oo t  • t  0 t  •or  • t '  • 
f 
Birth Certificates: "Photocopies" of birth certificates are required for all 
players born in "1977" and all older players not 
previously registered. 
Boot Exchange: There will be a boot exchange table at the registration. 
If you are bringing soccer boots for exchange or sale, 
please mark the size• 
Information: Don Highe, Chairman, 635-7562 
Bey Bujtas, Registrar, 635.3719 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :: 
:!:~:ii:!:~i!~:!:~:~:!:ii~:.".~i::~:!¢~:i!i:~:i:i:i::i::i::~i:~i~!:!ii~!: i : i  
i [i::i•• 
Fallon 1479 sq. ft. 
The New 62 cc 
Stihl 034 SUPER 
New lightweight power and 
toughness come to the bush. 
At only 11.9 Ibs.*, the new 
62 cc 034 SUPER delivers the best 
power-to-weight ratio in its class. It does 
Pacific Homes' all-new 
catalogue puts more than ~!.:~i ,:~..i~/~.~:~:~ ?~:::~ i~~~. ' :~ i i i ! i : t l  
at100 yourdifferentfingerh°metipsldesignSCol- .... '*~:;~ : ~  .................... '"~ ~ ' ..... :':: ~' ::' 
onials, Tradltlonals, Tudors, 
Moderns - -  they're all here! .......... ' • 
Imaginatively designed 
and engineered to reflect :'~i~ii~i~iii~:: ......... ~i: 
the twenty.eight years of ~ ~ | i  
home-bui lding expert ise Westwood 1270 Sq. f t .  
gained through our parent 
company, Pacific Truss. 
We'd like to build one for 
you. 
. o res  
A O lv l~ ion  o f  
PaC i f i c  BU i lder , '  ,upp l l~ l  Lid 
20079-62 nd. Avenue. 
Langley, B.C., 
V3H 5E6 
Telephone: 
OR MAIL TO: 
Pacific Homes' 
P.O. Box 790 
Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 4R1 
:.::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :  :=: ~ : ,:::::: 
• :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::., :: :: : , ¢.~.::~-,~ .:~.~ 
• :i~2![ii22:i~:2~:~:J~2::J,i,ri:2::!~.) ~': . • . 
Rialto 2344 Sq. ft. 
_So  send for your copy today 
P Im lend me my cop/of P¢¢111c Hoeeml' new ¢Mologuel 
I'm ~ecloal~l my cheque (or money order) for I~.00 to 
cover handling and Ihlppl~. 
NAME 
ADDREeB 
CITY 
POSTAL CODE PHONE ~ I 
• . . J  
more work per pound - so you use less 
energy handling it. 
And being a Stihl chain saw, it's 
tough enough to carry a lifetime warranty 
on the electronic ignition system. 
Lightweight power and a world-wide 
reputation for dependability- get it al l / ,  
in the new 034 SUPER from Stihl. /4 
r l ! ,~  
!, 
TERRRC£ 
Equipment 
Salet Ltd. 
O 
%," 
. TIHI 
5TIH£ CERYIFIED 
The Wndd's Larqest Selflng Chain Saw 
4441 LAKELSE AVENUE, 
TERRACE, B.C. 
635-6384 
t "  
? 
i 
I 
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Valentine curling victors 
~.~, . -  / 
. , ,  ., % 
; ,  . . * .~  . , '~ 
. - . _ . : . .~  .~. ,  
, Patty MacDougtll of Hazelton skipped her gang to the 'O' Event title at the Terrace ladles annual Valentine 
bonsplel this year. 
c iuocH 
DIDECTODY 
Sacred .Heart, Catholic Church 
Mass Times: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
4830 Straume Avenue 
Pastor: 
Fr. Allan F. Noonan 
O.M.I. 
635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sunday Services: Rector Rev.: 
9 a.m. & 11 a.m. Sheila Champion 
Easter Day Services will be held at the Elks Lodge at 9 a.m. and 1 i a.m. 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-901q 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Sunday khoo l  and 
Adult Class: 
9:45 a.m. Sunday Worship: 
11:00 a.m. 
3229 Sparks Street 635-552¢ 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. ale Unruh ~ 145-7SIS 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 1 ! :00 a.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griffiths 635-32~1', 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
8:30 a.m. / i1:00 a.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
Evangelical Free Church 
PaltorlK 
Jim Westman 
Gordon Froese 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: , Minister: 
10:30 a.m. Stan Bailey 
Sunday khool :  Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
635-511 
635-601 
Lonnle Paul's foursome came through to win 'B' Event at the Terrace ladles 31st annual bonsplel on Valentine 
weekend. Shells Wells skipped this Prince Rupert Team. 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Early Service: 
8:30 a.m. 
Sunday khool :  
10:00 a.m. 
/doming Service: 
11:15 a.m. 
3511 Eby Street 
Pastor: Assoc. Pastor: 
John Caplin Len Froese 
Prayer Time: 
5;30 pm 
Evening Service 
6:00 p.m. 
635.24~,, 
. . . . . .  
The Alliance Church 
,Family Bible khooh Pastor: 
9:45 a.m. Rick Wiebe 
Divine Worship: Fellowship Survlce 
• 11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
I 
• I 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth Ministries * Home Bible Studies ¢r Visitation 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:45 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information call 
4643 Walsh Avenue 635-(Idl80 
v 
C Event went to the Kltlmst team of Barb Ophelm at the 31st annual Terrace ladles Valentine Bonsplel at the 
Terrace Curling Club - - -  
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Pastor: 
11 a.m. & 5 p.m. Peter Sluys m 635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladles' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:45 a.m. & 7:45 p.m. 
Beck.to.God hour Sundays 9:30 p.m. on CJFW-FM radio. 
3602 Sparks 555-5173 
_ ,  • . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~±~±~_~ . . . . .  , ~_~.~__  _ ~. IL  . . . . . . .  i~ . . . .  . , ,~ ,=~-r -~ '**~i ' r l~T  ~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ] ................................... 
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It's Kermodes, 
three to one 
Terrace Caledonia Kermodes 
picked up three victories in four 
tries when the Salmon Arm 
senior boys and girls teams ap- 
peared here for exhibition 
basketball on the Feb. 13 
weekend. 
The boys won both their 
games - -  but only by three 
points in each one. The girls lost 
badly in their first game, but 
came back with a sparkling ef- 
fort in game two. 
In game one for coach Phil 
Letham's boys, we were down 
22-17 at the quarter, but moved 
ahead 40-38 at halftime. Ker- 
modes were up 55-50 at the 
three-quarter mark and had to 
hold off Salmon Arm's full 
court press for their 70-67 win. 
Harpel Manhas had 16 points 
in the first half and wound up 
with 24 as leading scorer. Dion 
Orbell and Dave Hogg each had 
11. For Salmon Arm, Will 
Fazan was the big gun with 23. 
Game two was much the same 
as we held off a late surge to 
register a 57-54 win. Manhas 
had a dozen while Hogg and 
Orbell had 10 each. 
Kermode girls were never eal- 
ly in it during their first game 
against he third-ranked Jewels. 
We were up 15-14 after 10 
minutes, but the Jewels moved 
ahead 31-21 at the halfway 
point. 
They increased their margin to 
54-35 at three-quarter time. By 
then scoring ace Michelle Hen- 
dry had fouled out, thus 
negating any possible chance of 
catching up. 
Hendry had 19 points before 
being relegated to the bench in 
the third-quarter. Lisa Dams 
had 14. Camille Thompson 
scored 16 in leading the Jewels 
to a one-sided 65-41 win. 
The girls gained revenge the 
next night by dumping their 
visitors 70-60. It was close until 
the final quarter when Kermodes 
took charge. 
Lisa Dams topped the scoring 
with 23. Hendry had 22 and 
Jody Cox came up with 12. Jen- 
ny Wright fired up 24 for the 
Jewels. 
Next for both teams is zone 
finals, in which the girls are ex- 
pected to win rather handily. It's 
another situation for the boys. 
Kitimat Rebels and Prince 
Rupert Rainmakers are both 
capable to winning the trip to 
B.C. finals next month. The 
winner at Kitimat this weekend 
will need some luck to go with 
their skills. 
Wrestling to Smithers 
As expected, Smithers won 
the giant's hare of bouts at~the 
annual zone high school wrestl,: 
ing championships held at 
Smithers on Feb. 13. 
Smithers competitors took six 
of the 11 weight classes, and 
won the team title with ease. 
Terrace had three winners to 
take the runnerup spot. 
Hazelton, with two winners, 
came third. 
Brian Shorter of Smithers, 
who  failed to win his weight 
class, was still named the 
outstanding wrestler. 
Smithers winners and weights 
are as follows --~ Peter Douglas 
(54 kilos), Scott Clark (57 kilos), 
Cam Johnson (63 kilos), Todd 
Nessman (66 kilos), John 
Shorter (70 kilos), and Ian Meier 
(78 kilos). ~: 
. . . .  For T~rrace the wihiiers were 
Greg Tashoots'(38 kilos), Mark 
Coots (74 kilos), and Emerson 
Squires (90 kilos). 
Hazelton's medalists were 
Chuck Hayden (51 kilos) and 
Travis Himmelright (60 kilos). 
Several Smithers wrestlers are 
expected to compete at Camp- 
bell River in B.C. finals this 
weekend. 
TERRACE & DISTRICT 
CREDIT UNION 
The Right RRSP for You! 
~, Abso lu te ly  no fees 
~- Instant  tax  receipts 
,-  good rates  
For Your Convenience 
We are Offering Extended Hours 
Open Monday, February 29, 1988 
* Noon t i l l  4:00 p.m. 
FOR RRSP SALES ONLY 
TERRACE & DISTRICT CREDIT UNION 
4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
2/24c 
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It looks like an easy two-pointer for Aaron Davis during his Kermodes' recent exhibition high school basketball 
series here against Salmon Arm. Kermodes won both games, but not by much. 
Kitsumkalum to host first Challenge Cup 
TERRACE - -  On Feb. 28 Kit- 
sumkalum Mountain will be 
hosting the first annual Shames 
Mountain Challenge Cup. It will 
be an opportunity for local 
businesses, office groups, teams, 
and groups of friends to 
challenge and race each other 
for almost $2,000 in prizes. 
: by Betty Barton 
member will ski the course 
twice. The fastest time of the 
two runs will be used and 
calculations will be done from 
• tttat. 
Prizes will be awarded for best 
team time, worst team time, 
fastest and slowest skiers, best 
wipe-out, most determined 
skier, best dressed team and 
many others. Prizes will include 
an '88 - '89 season Shames 
Mountain ski pass, ski lessons, 
hotel and dinner combo at the 
Slumber Lodge and many other 
The race will have a minimum 
of three and a maximum of five 
~.~kiers per team. Each team prizes. 
Participants hould meet at 
Kitsumkaium Ski Lodge at 9 
a.m. to start he event. After the 
race, all participants and spec- 
tators are invited to enjoy a 
snow barbecue, dance to live 
music and watch a video 
playback of the race in the 
lodge. 
For participants in the Shames 
Mountain Challenge Cup, entry 
fee is $30 per person including 
the barbecue, entertainment and 
lift pass. Student fee is $25. 
Season's Pass holders pay $15. 
Gemma ,. 
PRE- INVENTORY SALE  
Feb. 25 to 27, 1988 
SAVE 
.... 30% 
ON EVERYTHING IN THE STORE 
We Would Rather Sell It! 
Than Count It! 
. .  Bedding . i  Down QuiDs .. Towels 
.- Soaps of all Kinds ~. Shower Curtains 
Skeena Mall 
SALE ENDS SATURDAY AT 6 P .M.  
635-3392 
?. 
. I k  . . . . .  
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Q ck d :++++ u, an easy.. .  .... 
Setting w. ageSc[S RRACE 
• a balancnng i TE 
i .  = . .  
~ii!i!: 
by Phil Hartl 
Manager, Terrace 
Federal Business 
Development Bank 
/ i  
One of the decisions that the new owner- 
manager must make is how much to pay 
employees. In addition, some thought 
needs to be given as to when and how wage 
increases will be implemented. 
What you pay your staff must reflect 
both the employees' contribution to your 
business, as well as overall business• condi- 
tions. If your wages are too low, your 
business may suffer from your inability to 
attract high calibre employees; On the 
other hand, too high a payroll could force 
your business to close. 
Consider All Factors 
There are many factors to consider 
before you set a starting wage level. You 
need to consider: the individual's educational nd work-related ex- 
perience; typical pay scales within both your industry and local 
area; the availability of qualified staff; and your overall budget 
limitations. 
• Once you have clearly decided how much you will initially pay 
your employees, you should formulate a longer term employee 
evaluation and salary increase policy. Making new employees aware 
of when and how they will be evaluated and the financial returns 
they can expect, can prevent a decline in morale or productivity. 
Establish A Pay Policy 
Your pay policy should be written, and stated as clearly as possi- 
ble. When establishing your pay policy, there are a number of fac- 
tors to consider. These include: 
• The "going rate": Determine the average rate of pay for similar 
work in your community. Sources could include your local 
Chamber of Commerce, the provincial industry • ministry, and other 
local employers. If you offer less than the going rate, you can expect 
to attract lower quality employees. 
• Legislated rates: Check the federal and provincial Labor depart- 
ments to determine the minimum legislated wage levels. In addition, 
find out requirements concerning holiday pay and statutory holiday 
entitlement. 
. •The  job description: List the duties each job entails and any 
special skills or abilities required to fulfill them. More duties 
generally dictate higher pay, 
o The job evaluation: Evaluate the complexity of the skills re- 
quired, to fulfill each job. More specialized jobs command a higher 
salary than those requiring special skills. 
• The performance appraisal: Establish a regular procedure for 
reviewing how well the employee performs the job relative to the 
job description and evaluation. 
• External factors: Monitor wage level changes resulting from 
local union contract settlements, inflation, Or government legisla- 
tion. Also, watch for changes in the wage levels offered by your 
competition. Any of these changes might necessitate adjustments o
your pay policies. 
By considering the important factors that have a bearing on wage 
rates, and by establishing a wage increase policy based on perfor- 
mance reviews, you can ensure that you are paying valued 
employees equitably --  and keeping an eye on your business's bot- 
tom line. 
The Terra=) Peeks gymnastic lub was part of the Kltlmat-Stlklne zone ef- 
fort in the gymnastics section of the recent Northern B.C. Winter Games 
that brought home more medals than any other zone In the Williams Lake- 
hosted competition. The members ere (front • left to right) Charlotte Jor. 
dan, Stephanle Kuhar, Trlna Mateus (centre) Heather Albrlght, Llndeay 
Roberts, Jennifer Watt, Klrsten Holkestad, (back) coach Krle Falrless, 
Tracy Thomas and coach Shirley Hoisted. 
In Terrace. cour t 
In Terrace provincial court on Terrace provmcml court on 
Tuesday, February 2 Warren Monday, February 1 Bernard 
Barton was fined $20 for Soucie was sentenced to two 
mischief related to private pro- concurrent six month jail t.erms 
perry and sen,!enced to one oay for two counts of assaulting a
in jail for failure to appear in- police officer, 
court, 
BUSINESS ....... : GUIDE = 
West Coast 
Chimney Service 
Clean Chimney Maintenance 
Dealer for: 
FINGARD CHIMNEY 
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 
• 635-95;57 
~ - -  . , '  
Thornhili Grocery 
& Laundromat 
, Open 7 days o week 8 o.m. - 11 p.m. 
, Fresh meat cut daily 
Fresh produce 'Take-out' foods 
, Stamp Agency 
635-6624 
across from Thornhlll Elementary 
PRO TECH ELECTRONICS 
' PF~O 
~TECH 
4519 LAKELSE AVE., TERRACE 
635-5134 
Complete electronics 
repair services . .. 
Service centre for most 
major brands 
Satellte TV systems 
Your complete 
source for all 
your heating 
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 1:;35.7158 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
TYPING 
VOICE PAGERS ~ PHOTOCOPYING 
24.HOUR ANSWERING SERWCE 
KALUM ELECTRIC 
I Major Appliances: 
Frigidaire ' Electrohome 
Westinghouse Quasar T.V. 
Sales & Service • VCR 
Parts Depot We service 
for all makes all makes 
3234 Kalum St, 
Kalum Electric Ltd. 635.6286. 
l Commercial & Residential Construction, 
Maintenance, Repairs & Renovations 
Wood Stove Installations ., 
4~3916^MOUNTAINVIEW AVE. 635"5859 
~ ~  Specializing II0 
4x4 and 
Automatic 
Transmission 
Repairs 
Ii , 638"8195 ! . 3220 River Dr,, Terrace l l  
. In f la~. .a t .  R°pa!rs 4b~ I 
i ~ TERRACE LTD.  ~~~__u .a l . . i ty .~ 'O,e_  i 
t~' w ~  i~er  Selt._v,,_'O,t. •I ~ 4711-A ?elt.h Ave .  ~ ~ a r %  ~:O, ,  I 
Vulcanizing and Pulley Lagging• I A, ,o  (~88s  spoc]~H~. .  Installations, Splicing, and Repairs. ~ 9~= ! 
l Ice(::~ clmms handled promptly 2,= H OUR._~E_RVICE HI-GUALITY BELI"ING & 
638.1166 CONTRACTING SERVICES 
5384530 638-0653 . 
MERC CRUISERS ~' MARINER OUTBOARDS" 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARDMARINER JETS 
HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PROOUCTS 
SHINDAiWA CHAIN SAWS 
DL No. 7550 & POWER PRODUCTS 
KEN'S MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. Phone: 635-2909 
, Industrial 638-1876 /. 
Commercial & " ~  
Residential ..~ )~. 
Wiring .~_ 
Nate's : lectrlc 
Nathmn Wad(tell - -  Electrical Contractor 
4931 LszoIIo Ave,, Teffoce 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30- 10:30 daily 
2701 S. Kalum 635-6180 
DOC'S CARTAGE 
AND STORAGE CO. (1984) LTD. 
Agents for .. ~/ UNITED 
United Van Lines ~UNITED 
... across town or across the nation. 
• 635-2728 
3111 Blakeburn St., Terrace, B.C. 
In Klt lmet- Phone 632-2544 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles * Chelnsews 
Snowmobiles * Msdne Supplies 
TERRACE ~ EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635.6384 
" i . Contact 
Review 
4535 Grelg Avenue, 635-7840 
i:i ? i• ¸• :  :• • 
Caledonia Senior Secon: 
dary School and Thornhill 
Junior Secondary School 
recently released the names 
of  students who made the 
second term honor roll. 
Honor Roll status is based on 
academic grade point averages 
in all courses during the term. 
Students with a grade point 
• average greater then 3.5 qualify 
for Outstanding Achievement, 
those with an average between 
3.25 and 3.49 qualify for 
Meritorious Achievement, and 
those who average between 3.0 
and 3.24 are given Honorable 
Mention. 
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top achievers 
Thomhlll Junior Secondary 
Grade 8: Outstanding 
Achievement --  Tanya Losier, 
Tanya Renaud, Nicole Sanches, 
David Carson; Meritorious 
Achievement --  Chris Stoner, 
Brian Turner; Honorable Men- 
tion -- Valerie Devost, Lemuel 
Russell, Crystal Scott, Shawn 
Dimitrov. 
Grade 9: Honorable Mention 
- Lia Wandl, Carl Devost, 
Carmen Cebuliak, Chad Ziegler, 
Tracey Tomas, Kim Rempel, 
Nicole Collison. 
Grade 10: Outstanding 
Achievement -- Michelle Mi- 
chaud, Callie Swan, Daysun 
Wrubel, Ev Higginson, Suzanne 
Banville, Andrew Go'-odwin; 
Meritorious Achievement --" 
Margarete Koerner; Honorable 
Mention --  Lori Kasperski, Lisa 
Lagace. 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
Grade 10: Outstanding 
Achievement - -  Brian Ander- 
son, Sandra Lopston, Jason 
Schulte, Tina Thomas, Nathan 
Wilkerson. 
Meritorious Achievement -- 
Matthew Albert. 
Honorable Mention --  Quen- 
tin Roy, Tracey Todd~ Heidi 
Wiebc. 
Grade 11: Outstanding 
Achievement - - Charles Bayer- 
stock, Andy Davis, Anti. Deol, 
Victor Dhami, Jennifer Dew, 
Josh Eades, Keith Fell, Rhian- 
non George, Shelley Giesbrecht, 
Scott Hanson, Susan Kelly, 
Janet Lennox, Tony Marques, 
Randy Musselman, Neelam Par- 
mar, Nina Parr, Kelly Pegg, 
Jason Rempel, Edward Rood- 
zant, Tommy Shippit, Jeremy 
Smith, Emerson Squires, Selena 
Tank, Theresa Taron, Nina 
Teixeira, Shawna Towriss, Jeff 
Tupper, Brian Wilson, Rick 
Yip. 
Meritorious Achievement -- 
Teresa Bannister, Laura Ben- 
nett, David Hogg, Darrin Hud- 
son, Cory Killoran, Manuel 
Paul, Dabble Penner, Laura 
Pruner, Tracy Reynolds, 
Michelle Rolfsen, Cory Swan, 
Roberta Wiley, Beckie Wilker- 
son, Eddie Wolfe. 
Honorable Mention -- Merle 
Alexander, Troy Bangay, Rob 
Creer, Ken Chemko, Alexandra 
Copeland, Jody Cox, Lorne 
Fisher, AI Fleischmann, Ben 
Foote, Balwinder Grewal, Paul 
Jeffery, Robert Jordan, Pare 
Kerr, Lory Knull, Jenine 
Krause, Rose Lenser, Rebecca 
Mattheis, Shane McColman, 
Denise McFarlane, Melanie 
O'Brien, Betty Raposo, Monica 
Ranter, Patty Sharpies, Barry 
Smith, Kiera Sundberg, Melodie 
Taron. 
School basketball sees 
pre-tournament play 
Final high school playdays to Chandler Park 35-21 over 
before zone tournament play Thornhill. Houston and Fraser 
• took place in junior basketball Lake played to a 20-20 tie in the 
on the Feb. 13 weekend, consolation.. 
Kitimat played host to junior Only three boys teams com- 
'A' boys games with Terrace and peted in grade eight. Thornhill 
Prince Rupert as guests. Highly- won the round-robin at two- 
ranked Booth Ravens won both and-zero. Chandler was one- 
their games, but not as easy as in and-one, with Fraser Lake last. 
the past. Thornhill downed Chandler 
Ravens squeezed out a 40-39 56-40 in the final. 
win over Skeena Tsimpseans and 
beat Kitimat 51-39. The other N a t  i v e  
game saw Skeena down Kitiniat 
50-38. 
For junior 'B' girls at Thorn- hamp 
hill, they played a three-team C S 
round-robin with the top two 
. vanoin,,o a,,lo oon,--t, repeat  
Thornhill started with a 30-21 
win over Houston. Then 
Hazelton downed Thornhill 
65-30. Against Houston, I t  was the same scenario as in 
Hazelton ran up an 82-30 win. 1987 when the Haida Nations 
In the final, Hazell:Sh sc6i"ed ~i ~" ~ t~  l~eezed through"A' side of 
19-poitit victory over Thornhill the senior double-knockout All 
- -  62-43. •Native basketball tournament a
Grade eight boys and girls Prince Rupert during the week 
travelled to Houston for mini- of Feb. 8 to 13. 
tournaments. In round-robin for And they met the same oppo- 
girls, Chandler Park of Smithers nent in the '8S final of this 29th 
won all three games. Thornhill annual event. The outcome was 
was next with two wins and a similar with Haida beating 
loss. Then it was Houston a one- Metlakatla, Alaska, 104-73 for 
and-two, and Fraser Lake an impressive second title in a 
winless. •. row. 
The championship game went continued on page 14 
Salmon Am Jewels -- One of the top.ranked girls senior high school basketball teams In the province -- paid a 
visit to Terrace recently and split a pair of games with the hometown Kermode girls. 
TRAPPERS 
A trapping workshop for experienced, licensed B.C. trap- 
pers will be offered in Smithers on March 5 and March 6 at 
Hudson Bay Lodge. 
This two day workshop will deal with management of 
trapping, areas, utilizing humane devices, fur handling, 
and trapping techniques for fox, coyote and wolf. There will 
be no charge for the workshop, which is being presented by 
the B.C. Trappers Association with financial assistance 
from the Fish and Wildlife Branch of the Ministry of Environ- 
ment and Parks. 
For further information contact O. Lindstrom 4823 Haugland 
Ave., Phone 635-2489. 
2/24p 
Harry Murphy Paul Clark 
Dr of Optometry Dr of Optometry 
Are p!eased to announce the relocation o ~ 
their office from 3212 Emerson St. to: 
4550 Lakelse Ave., next to Wilkinson 
Business Machines as of Feb. 1, 1988. 
Our new telephone number is: 638-2020 
i/:rl,2/1o,~24,$/9 
You don't have to 
be rich to 
advertisel 
A classlfmd ad in 
the Terrace Review 
is yours for 
s4 ONLY r 
(per week, 30 words or less) ~ I  • 
How do you get your ad ~ 
into the Review? ~ / ~ ~ ~  
• drop it in our mail slot ~~¢~"~"  
• mall it to us, ~J'~/r ~ 
• come Into our office J ; l~  .L~ \ ~ i 
i • phone us rlyJ'.w~ ~ 
• or stop us on the street _ q ( | / / IV '~/  ~k 
There will he no blllingl Pay next time youq~J~ I ~ ~,  
come in or next time you see us. We're work- ~b ' ,~~~. . , t  
Ing the "Honor Sys~ern" ~ ~ i 
Terrace Review 
4535 Grelg Ave., Terrace 635:7840 
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Red Cross swimming lessons , 
Thanks to fund raising pro- 
jects and time donated by 
parents, every grade three 
Thornhill primary student is 
receiving professional swimming 
lessons and is being given the op- 
-portunity to earn Red Cross 
badges. 
ThornhiU Primary School 
principal Jim Steele said the pro- 
ject became possible because 
parent volunteers provide the 
transportation to and from the 
pool, and they organized fund 
raisers uch as garage sales, flea 
markets, chocolate sales and 
publishing a cook book to raise 
enough money to cover the cost 
of the program. 
Steele said the swimming pro- 
gram was first developed five 
years ago, and grade three 
students were chosen because it
was felt they were at the best age 
to receive the maximum benefit 
from' the program. He added 
that because it is an ongoing 
program, every student atten- 
ding the school will eventually 
be given the opportunity to par- 
ticipate in the program. 
According to Steele, students 
were initially grouped according 
to their ability by pool staff and 
every child received about eight 
hours of "expert instruction". 
' He said students attend two 
• one-hour sessions every week for 
a month, and each consisting of 
a 45-minute instructional period 
and 15 minutes of free swim dur- 
ing which students can practice 
the techniques they have learned 
during the session. 
Steele said, "At the end of the 
program they receive a Red 
Cross badge depending on what 
skill level they attain, and some 
even receive two badges." 
Steele added that every stu- 
'dent in the school also attends a
recreational swim in June to in- 
troduce younger children to the 
pool and give the grade three 
students an opportunity to prac- 
tice the skills they learned in 
February. 
Terrace Aquatic Centre 
suprevisor Tony Toriglia said 
the instruction being offered to 
the Thornhill children is a part 
of the national Red Cross swim 
program. He said each child 
receives a progress report and 
Red Cross badge on completion 
of the program. The progress 
report indicates which of eight 
levels the child has achieved, and 
describes their level of skills, 
knowledge and fitness. 
Torigiia said his department is 
running the program for School 
Instructor Tony Bremen shows Thornhlll primary student, Kareena ~mara, 
some of the finer techniques at theAdvanced level of the swim program.~ 
In Terrace court 
In Terrace provincial court on 
Friday, February 5 Dwayne 
Kuemper was fined $150 for a 
violation of the Motor Vehicle 
aet~ 
In Terrace provincial court on 
Friday, February 5 Michael 
Walker was fined $150 for 
mischief related to private pro- 
perty. 
In Terrace provincial court on 
Friday, February 5 Neil Grant 
was fined $125 for theft. 
In Terrace provincial court on 
Friday, February 5Susan Evans 
was fined $400 and received a six 
months drivers license suspen- 
sion for impaired riving. 
In Terrace provincial court on 
Friday, February 5Peter Turner 
was fined $300 for a violation of 
the Motor Vehicle Act. 
In Terrace provincial court on 
Monday, February 1 William 
Lindstrom was fined $1,000 for 
obstructing a police officer. 
A "phone is 
all you need 
to do business 
with us. 
Compare our 
Call us today! 
We special ize in pr int ing promot iona l  f lyers 
(8% x 11 in. to 24 x 36 in.) Remember ,  
the next  t ime your  business needs promot ion  
give us a call. 
[] Complete graphic art service 
[] Web offset and sheetfed printing 
[] Bundling & mailing services 
[] Specialized mail distribution 
Close Up Business Services 
Ltd. Terrace, B.C, 
nLTUO 
District 88 on a cost-recovery 
basis in order to make the water 
safety education program 
available to school children as a 
part of the school curriculum. 
Nabve champs --" 
continued from page 13 
Hatda won 'A' side with a 
96-78 victory over previously 
undefeated Prince Rupert Tro- 
jans. Metlakatla, meanwhile, 
won 'B' side by downing Rupert 
Express 90-67. 
Trojans' loss dropped them 
into the semi-finai against he 
Alaskans, but Trojans ran out 
of steam and lost 83-78. 
The intermediate final was 
similar, but with a different cast 
from 'B' side. Bella Bella won 
four straight to take 'A', in- 
cluding a 102-82 victory over 
Rupert Cubs in the 'A' final. 
Cubs dropped into the semi- 
final where Port Simpson down- 
ed them 96-73. The champion- 
oh;,, a~me wasn't really close as 
~e'"llVa~el'"la ran up a 104-73 win. 
/  i  /iii  ill  //I I II i i ,i i / i  ~!II i!:i r i i 
Comin 8 
EvenL  
bruary 24- 27 - -  The Terrace Public Art Gallery is hosting the British II 
lumbla Young Artists Show. It Is the Fifth Biennial Edition of art 
,rks by children and young-people sponsored by the Emily Carr Col- 
le of Art and Design. 
zdnesdsy, February 24 - -  The Women and Development Group will 
meeting to decide the next MATCH with another women's group in 
malca, India, Peru, Nicaragua, Botswana, or Zambia. Come and 
Ip decide. A potluck supper will be held at 6:30 p.m.with the meeting 
7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Women's Centre, 4542 Park Avenue. 
eryone welcome. Call Frances at 635-2436 for more information. 
,umds , February 25 - -  A general meeting of the Terrace Pro.Choice 
)mmlt~e will be held at 7 p.m. at the Terrace Women's Centre; 4542 
Lrk Ave. Topics under discussion Include funding for abortions, the 
:al situation and province-wide action. For more information call 
aureen at 635-3487. New members welcome. 
durdey, February 27 - -  There will be a puppet show at the Terrace 
Jblic Library. This is a special Leap Year double feature. "The Tiger, 
~e Brahmin and the Jackal" and "Strega Nona". Performances at 11 
rn. and 2 p.m. Admission is free. Everyone welcome. For more Infor- 
atlon please call the library at 638-8177. 
flurday, February 27 - -  The Ladies Auxiliary to the Royal Canadian 
~glon Branch 13 are holding a "Leap Year Bake Sale" starting at 10 
m. In the Skeena Mall. 
ibmary 27 & 28-  Terrace Parks & Recreation is co.sponsoring with 
~e Federation of Mountain Clubs of B.C. a Basic Avalanche Safety 
'orkshop. Register at the Terrace Parks & Recreation Office In the 
3trace Arena before Feb. 4. For more information call 638-1174. 
onday, February 29 - -  "February 29th Carnival" to be held in the 
arkside Elementary School gym from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. The Carnival 
ill Include many games and activities such as hockey shoot, fish 
3nd, cakewalk, as well as a bake sale, white elephant stall and face 
zlnting. Everyone Is welcome to Join in the funl 
ueaday, March 1 -- An Informational meeting for the Books for 
ables Program will be held in the Terrace Public Library meeting 
)am at 7:30 p.m. The meeting will include a video on the Importance 
f reading to babies. 
ueaday, March 1 -- There will be a meeting to discuss Adoption 
;sues for adoptive parents, couples waiting to adopt, people in- 
)rested in adoption at the Skeena Health Centre, 3412 Kalum St. at 
:30 p.m. People who are interested in learning more, or may have cur- 
)nt Information, or experiences to share are invited to attend. For 
lore Information phone Marsha at 635-5010 or Lorl at 635-9533. 
larch 3, 4, 5, & 10, 11, 12 - -  The Terrace Little Theatre presents 
Mothers and Fathers", a mature comedy for adults, at the Little 
heatre building, 3625 Kalum St. Performances at 8 p.m. 
;unday, March 6 - In celebration of International Women's Day, 
osephineBoois, a Namiblan woman, willbe.talklng about the current 
;ituation In Southern Africa at the Knox United Church, 4907 Lazelle 
we., Terrace, with a potluck luncheon at noon, presentation to follow. 
;hildcare provided. Everyone welcome. Call Frances at Northwest 
)evelopment Education Assoc., 635-2436, or the Terrace Women's 
;entre, 638-0228, for more information. 
Aarch 6 - 31 -- The 5th Anniversary Show at the Terrace Public Art 
~allery (Library basement) will feature artists from the original show 
)f 1983. 
tuesday, March 8 -- The regular monthly business meeting of the 
)oard of School District 88 will be held in Kitwanga Elementary-Jr. 
3econdary School at 7:30 p.m. All Interested members of the public 
,re Invited to attend. 
derch 12 & 13 - -  Northwest Community College and Emily Carr Col- 
ege of Art and Design Outreach Programs will sponsor an oll painting 
Norkshop in Terrace. Instruction will be by noted artist-teacher Brian 
3cott of Cumberland. InfOrmation is available from Frleda Dams of 
Northwest Community College at 635-6511. Registration deadline Is 
March 2, 1988. 
rhureday, March 31 - -  Deadline for entries and entry forms for the 
Northwest Regional Jurled Art Show to be held in April. Entry forms 
are available at the Art Gallery, Library and Northern Light Studio. 
April 29, 30 & May 1 -- The 17th annual Jaycees Trades Fair will take 
place. For more information phone 635-4392. 
Terrace French Preschool will soon have openings for 3 and 4 year 
aids. For further information contact Denise at 635-4943. 
The Klnette Club of Terrace meets the second Wednesday of every 
month at 6:30 p.m. Anyone Interested, please call Donna Mclsack at 
638-1974. 
The Kinsmen Club of Terrace meets the first and third Thursday of 
every month. For further Information, call Steve Mclsack at 638-1974. 
Are you Interested In Joining an Alzhelmer Support Group to meet and 
discuss similar difficulties and possible solutions? Please contact 
635-3178. 
The Contract Bridge Club plays bridge every 2nd Thursday evening 
from 7:30 - 10 p.m. All interested players, please contact Elaine 
Johnson at 635.2965. 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the following activities: 
Tuesdays: 10 e.m., sewing and quilting; 7:30 p.m., cribbage. 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m., carpet bowling. Fridays: 2 p.m., bingo; 7:30 p.m., 
bridge. First Saturday of every month: 8 a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake 
breakfast. Monday through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m., 
lunch. Second Thursday of every month: 2 p.m., general meeting. For 
further information, contact the Happy Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum 
Street, at 635.9090. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre hours are Tuesday 1 - 4 p.m., 
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays 9 a.m. - 12 p.m. and 1 p.m. - 4 
p.m., and Saturdays 1 p.m. - 4 p.m. Closed Sundays and Mondays. The. 
coffee Is always on. 
A Bereavement Support Group meeting every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
Knox United Church, 4907 Lazelle Ave. For more Information phone 
635-3178. 
The Skeena Health Unit In Terrace Is offering "You and Your Baby", a 
discussion group for new parents, at a new time for 1988. Thursday 
afternoons, starting January 21, 1:30 to 2:30 p.m., come to 3412 Kalum 
Street to share, learn and talk about various topics relating to Infancy 
and parenthood. The set of 5 sessions is free of charge. Please call 
638-3310 to pre-reglster, or for more Information. 
i/ i iiiiii i iii i iii!(/iiiii:i(ii il//(    I  !fill i i i 
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Terrace Kinsmen honor founding fatl-er 
LIIIouette Danlels, President of the Gltsheyan Kinsmen Club In Kltwanga, 
explains the family crests on the button vest that she presented to Hal 
Rogers, the founder of the Kinsmen movement, at a recent meeting in Ter. 
race.  Betty Barton photo ' 
TERRACE - -  Eighty-nine year 
old Hal Rogers, founding father 
of Kinsmen's Clubs of Canada, 
opened his address to l:he 
Kinsmen gathered at the Inn of 
the West last Wednesday night 
with a poem he wrote years ago. 
He felt it was appropriate for the 
occasion and suggested that it 
might bring a tear to one's eye. 
It spoke of love; love of a man 
for a woman; love of a father 
for his child; love of a lovely 
young maiden for a beautiful 
flower. And it ended with the 
the love of one sot for another!" 
by Betty Barton 
Rogers stated, "Kin was 
started to share fellowships." 
Thus, .an evening of fun and 
fellowship began. Kinsmen from 
Kitimat, Prince Rupert, Kit- 
wanga, Smithers ,  Telkwa, 
Prince George and Terrace 
gathered to honor Mr. Rogers 
and his founding of the Kin 
organization 68 years ago in 
Hamilton, Ont. Norm Dishkin, 
Hal Rogers accepted a photo of a Kermode bear from Ron and Marilyn Anderson at a recent meeting of the Ter- 
race Kin Club. Betty Barton photo 
from Penticton, is accompany- 
ing Rogers on his tour of the 
district. 
Rogers was particularly in- 
terested in visiting the Pacific 
Northwest because the Kitwanga 
Kinsmen Club is the only native 
Kinsmen Club in Canada. 
Lillouette Daniels, president of 
the Kitwanga Kinsmen Club, 
presented Mr. Rogers with a 
black and red Gitksan button 
vest, made by Debbie •Good. The 
vest display the four different 
family crests of the Kitwanga 
Kinsmen Club members: the 
killer whale, the wolf, the grouse 
and the eagle. While Rogers 
modelled it, each of the club's 
members placed a crest pin on 
the vest. The Kitwanga Kinsmen 
Club was established in 1981. 
Ron and Marilyn Anderson, line, "There ain't no love like District No. 5 (B.C.)Governor, 
Adoption registry designed to 
reunite parents and children 
According to a recent report tions taking place outside of the access to original records. 
adult adoptees are now able to province, and is compatible Requests can be made through 
increase their chances of finding directly with such programs in the Provincial  Adopt ion 
their original parents. Ontar io,  Quebec, New Registry and application forms 
Brunswick andAlberta, who all may be obtained from the 
by Phihp Musselman have passive.registries; while still Ministry of Health and any B.C. 
Through the establishment Of working wlth_..S_askatchewan. Ministry of Social Services and 
a Passive Adoption Registry, ann..~.ovah~tCOac ~, o;ll;n.~mre ~. Housing offices. The program 
adult adoptees or the natural reglsmes.[ __  : - offers new hope to adoptees 
parents of adult adoptees are quest, the u.~.__program a)so wishing to dig up their original 
now able to register with a B C has contact w~m new,a, nt,t~o -, past, as long as the natural 
the U.S. and Britain, Finland, parent or parents are also sear- 
Scotland and Israel also provide ching. 
I 
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organization which will enable 
that individual a chance to con- 
tact a parent or an adoptee. The 
process requiries the registering 
consent of both parties, thus 
respecting privacy, avoiding un~ 
wanted intrusion into an in~ 
dividual's life. 
accepting The registry began 
requests beginning Jan. 4, 19818 ~ 
Adoptees must be at least 
years old, and requests, remain 
on file until cancelled by the 
registrant or when a reunion is 
possible. In the case that both 
the natural parent and the adult 
adoptee are registered each will 
be informed of a match and a 
reunion then call be-organized 
by both parties. 
To avoid contacting people 
not wanting to be found)the 
registry only puts single requests 
(that of one party) on record and 
does not act aport it until the 
other person is registered. The 
system is also effective for adop- 
$33,000 
$2S,000 
$17,000 
$9,000 
$ZO00 
on behalf of the Terrace 
Kinsmen, presented Rogers with 
a framed photo of a Kermode 
bear that Ron had taken a few 
years ago, and which has been 
used in many Terrace brochures. 
Presentations were also made 
to Mr. Rogers by Past President 
of the Prince Rupert Kinsmen 
Club, Larry McKay; and by Ted 
Brand a representative from the 
Smithers Club. Other pres_enta- 
tions included a banner to Ter- 
race Kin President Steve 
Three of the club's major a~.- 
complishments in Terrace have 
been the Terrace Arena, Terrace 
Pool and the Child Development 
Centre. 
Bert Goulet waas presented 
with-an honorary member .cer- 
tificate by Hal Rogers. Goulet, a 
former Terrace resident, former 
owner of Northwest Sportsman 
and a Rotarian, but not a 
Kinsmen, has attended 34 Kin 
installations. Mr. Goulet first at- 
tended a Kin installation as 
McIsack, from Bob McLean of, President of the Terrace Mer- 
Prince George, acknowledging " chants' Association. He then at- 
the Terrace club's 42 years of tended every installation for 
service. Charter date for the Ter- seven years, at which time he 
race club was Jan. 24, 1947. continued on page 21 
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Lymsn Miller pins s corsage on Anne Sites after the twowere chosen Queen and King of Hearts for 1988 at the an- 
nual Klnette Sweetheart Dinner and Dance held recently In the Terrace Elks Hall. 
J o rma Jy rkkanen - -  
want to hurt her still deeper by 
branding her a murderer and by 
prolonged social castigation? 
Think for a moment what it 
would mean if abortion were 
reclassified as murder. 
A late period would have to be 
registered with the authorities, 
as would sex partners names and 
the time of having sex, purely so 
that the legal entity, the embryo, 
could have the protection of 
law. 
What if a woman did all this 
and her period started? 
What would be the fine for 
failure to register? Would it be 
continued from page 7 
testing to determine if that was 
in fact a possibility. 
The charge would be 
premeditated murder which 
would in all likelihood carry the 
maximum sentence. 
This is a high price to pay for 
being the victim of incest, for 
having used a leaky condom, or 
for preserving one's sanity. 
It would in fact be use of the 
law to further injure the victim, 
abhorrent to our sense of 
fairness and justice. 
Besides the privacy issue, 
which should settle the matter 
once and for all, there are other 
"The fetus would have to be given a name and 
identification marks would have to be found to 
distinguish it from everyone else..." 
enforceable? Would doctors 
have to tell? 
Parents would have to be in- 
formed so that wills could be 
rewritten to accommodate the 
fetus. 
The fetus would have to be 
given a name and identification 
marks would have to be found 
to distinguish it from everyone 
else, perhaps by genetic 
karyotyping, obtained by prob- 
ing the mother's body with a 
biopsy tool. 
If a woman was accused of 
having an abortion say by a 
jealous ex-wife who had been 
deposed,here's what she might 
expect. 
Evidence would be gathered 
on the woman who had the 
alleged abortion by R.C.M.P. as 
to how the abortion was con- 
ducted and by whom and these 
would be charged as murderers 
as well, photos of the aborted 
cadaver would have to be taken 
and shown in the court room 
and someone would have to 
identify the remains, the murder 
weapon, perhaps a vacuum 
cleaner, would have to be pro- 
duced as evidence, and of course 
the motive. 
If the motive was to save the 
mother's life or sanity, it would 
have to be proved that these 
were imminently endangered, 
which would boil down in most 
cases to a subjective valuation. 
Her psychiatric condition 
would have to be determined 
perhaps by a 30-day confine- 
ment to a mental institution dur- 
ing which time if she wasn't in- 
sane before, ,she would in all 
probability go insane. 
If a woman argues that it was 
a miscarriage, then the woman 
and the fetus would have to 
undergo intensive medical 
considerations. 
Do pro-lifers care if the land 
cannot support he sheer weight 
of population impacting on it, 
or that there are already millions 
of children running around out 
there that could use all of their 
help and every penny of their 
money? 
Do they care about he pain of 
the mother watching her 
children dying of starvation 
later, or the sheer numbers of 
children putting the mother into 
a grave in her early forties like 
they do in many countries of the 
world? 
Do they care about the 
ecology and the other species 
that are going extinct because we 
are driving them out of their 
habitats by our weight of 
numbers? 
Do they care about 
democracy? 
Does it matter to them that 
cutting funding will increase 
depression in mothers and 
suicides, back alley abortions, 
social inequality, prolonged care 
subsidies, birthing costs, unhap- 
py unwanted children that 
become a future social burden 
through costly crime and mental 
illness? 
Is their passion to save fetuses 
at all costs so vital to them that 
these other costs mean nothing7 
But the costs I've outlined 
above are real costs and they are 
in fact costs which impact on the 
quality of human life more than 
the quantity. 
Shouldn't society be more 
concerned with the quality of 
life? 
Shouldn' t  decisions be 
predicated upon less but better 
lives than more but miserable 
ones7 
The pro-life philosophy will 
,be its own undoing as it" is, 
already in certain Third World 
countries. 
Primitive people had solutions 
to their population pi'oblems, we 
called them savages needing con- 
version. 
Now that they have conform- 
ed to moral views like that of 
white Anglo-Saxons, their 
numbers are destroying their 
habitats o fast that they are dy- 
ing of starvation in enormous 
numbers. 
We substituted a small pro- 
blem with a bigger one. 
I say let's get democratic and 
real and get out of .peoples' 
bedrooms, and let's leave people 
alone to make their tough deci- 
sions and to get on with their 
sometimes painful, sometimes 
happy lives. 
Everyone will be better off for 
it. 
In court 
In Terrace provincial court on 
Friday, January 29 Gordon 
Gaspar was fined $650 and 
received a six month drivers 
license suspension for impaired 
driving. 
Wednesday is 
SHIRT 
DAY 
Men's business shirts 
or Ladles' cotton blent 
dress shirts 
expertly laundered 
TWO LOCATIONS TO 
SERVE YOU BETTERll 
Kiddie Corner from the Post Office 
Thomhlll Public Market 
11o 
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of Hearts chosen 
at Kinette dance 
Anne Sites and Lyman Miller 
of Terrace are the reigning 
Queen and King of Hearts fox' 
1988. Their coronation was held 
Feb. 14 during the annual 
Sweetheart Dinner and Dance 
sponsored by the Kinettes of 
Terrace. 
by Pare Whitaker 
Betwen the roast beef dinner 
served to 125 Terrace senior 
citizens and the music by 
"Mothballs", the monarchs 
were chosen. Guests had been 
given envelopes containing play- 
ing cards. The lucky lady was 
the one finding the queen of 
hearts in her envelope. As Sites 
is a widow, the man receiving 
the jack of hearts became her 
king. They supplanted last 
year's king and queen, Joe and 
Aurore Schulmeister. 
R.C.M.P. in dress uniform 
escorted first the queen and then 
the king to their respective 
thrones. There the queen receiv- 
ed her crown-and the king, his 
hat. Then they were presented 
with gifts donated by local mer- 
chants. Rental of the Elks Hall 
was also donated for the benefit 
of the seniors, as were numerous 
door prizes. 
Opening remarks to the 
ceremony were given by guest 
Ruth Hallock. She said, "We 
wouldn't have the Terrace we 
have today without the people 
we have in this room." Eighty- 
two-year-old Sites appreciated 
;that remark. She has lived in 
Terrace since 1945, and Lyman 
Miller since 1957. 
White:clothed tables with real 
carnation centerpieces were 
waited on by genteely dressed 
Kinsmen. Other Kinsmen, not so 
genteely dressed, helped out in 
the kitchen. Red hearts, red and 
white streamers and balloons 
decorated the hall in keeping 
with the Valentine theme. Also 
in keeping with the day, passers- 
by 2822 Tetrault Street would 
have heard strains of "Let Me 
Call You Sweetheart" played by 
the old-time band. .... 
Board to 
go north 
Directors of Kitimat-Stikine 
Regional District have agreed to 
hold their June board meeting in 
Telegraph Creek. 
The board also agreed to in= 
dude an air tour while in the 
area to have a first hand look at 
the Lower Stikine River Recrea- 
tion Corridor as well as Edzidza 
Park and nearby mining and 
logging operations. 
Administration has suggested 
that the regional district charter 
a Tram-Provincial 16-passenger 
Twin Otter for the trip at an 
estimated cost of $3,500. 
The idea was originally pro- 
posed by Area D Director Dan 
Pakula, who said the board 
would benefit and gain a better 
understanding of the area. 
In court 
In Terrace provincial court on 
Thursday, February 4 Bernard 
Fickel was fined $500 for a 
violation of the Narcotics Con- 
trol Act. 
AItlFS; 
Mar. 21.Apr. 19 
TAIJRUS 
Apr. 20.May 20 
GEMINI 
May 2l-.hme 20 
CANCER 
June 21July22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov.21 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 2/-De¢. 2 I 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 22-3an, 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
Forecast Period: 2/2H-3/S/HB 
Tend to unfinislled business, and obligations 
you've put on hold. Clear the path and be ready 
for a busy springtime. 
Be firm where a health matter is concerned. Dis- 
turbances on the work front must be treated with 
delicacy. 
A family or property matter comes to a climax 
and leaves you in a stale of bewildermenl. 
A difference of opinion creates a rather sticky 
situation. Respect he right of others to make 
their own judgments. 
Clear away debts, financial and otherwise. Money 
talk will be to your advantage. Keep accounts 
balanced. 
Emphasis is on partnership matters. "Live-in" 
plans call for a more permanent arrangement than 
originally thought. 
A stressful situation on the job points up the need 
to handle your responsibilities with great care 
andcaution. 
Taking an interest in the activities of the young 
ones goes a long way in cementing affectional lies. 
Peace and harmony at home may suffer some- 
what at Thursday's •full Moon, Don't take light 
comments too personally, 
Listen to both sides before you make a decision. 
Your mind may be just a bit cloudy on rite issue. 
Reassess money affairs. A misunderstanding as 
to the cost of a transaction could prove to be 
rather expensive. 
De alert to the threat o your reputation as at!other 
plants a false picture. Maintain your self confi- 
dence and poise. 
BERT'S DELICATESSEN 
4603 Park Ave. 
WE HA VE- 
.,.a large variety of 
meats, cheeses, European 
novelties, super 
sandwiches, fresh ealads. 
We cater for large and 
small parties and picnics. 
0~t, M40 
Terrace (across from the library) 
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Madallne Dreger, an Alliance Church missionary In Korea, recently spoke 
to a meeting of about 25 local women on the topic of women in Korea. She 
wore a huntak, a traditional female costume In that country. 
Betty Barton photo 
Local" nferen e. ets nst :co c g ght 
livesof women in Korea . ; . ,  
,'In Korea, ladies do not 
shake hands with men. A 
women always walks behind her 
husband. The men are served 
their means first; women eat in a 
separate room. It is the mother's 
~esponsibility o plan for the 
education of her children. As 
wife of the eldest son, his 
parents are her responsibility. At
church, • women do the ushering 
and take up the offering;' the 
men count it. Korea is a man's 
world,': stated an Alliance 
ChurCh missionary from Korea, 
Maddie Dreger, when she spoke 
to a gathering of about 25 
women at the Terrace Alliance 
Church during a recent con- 
ference. 
by Betty Barton 
Mrs. Dreger is one of two 
Alliance missionaries who 
visited Terrace during the an- 
nual Missions Conference of the 
Terrace Alliance Church. She 
and her counterpart, Rev. Cecil 
Smith (Presently serving in Mex- 
ico City), are touring Canadian 
Alliance Churches, participating 
in their annual missions con- 
fetences. 
Mrs. Dreger, with her hus- 
band and three children, has 
been a missionary inKorea since 
1981. She has assisted her hus- 
band in promoting the develop- 
ment of the Korean church into 
a missionary sending church; she 
has taught part-time in the 
theological Institute; worked 
with international women and 
conducted English Bible classes 
for Korean women. Mrs. Dreger 
is part of a team of over 1,200 
Christian and Missionary 
Alliance missionaries erving 
around the world. 
Korea is a mountainous coun- 
try about one-tenth the size of 
B.C., with a population of 43 
million. Seventy percent of those 
people are not Christians, but 
believe in Shamanism, Bud- 
dhism or Confucianism. Despite 
this fact, there are more than 
20,000 Christian churches in 
Seoul, Korea. Seoul also houses 
the largest Presbyterian, 
Methodist and Assemblies of 
God Churches in the world, with 
congregations of 40,000; 40,000; 
and 525,000 respectively. 
Christians in Korea spend a 
lot of time in prayer. Koreans 
know how to worship privately, 
as well as attending daily church 
worship and nights of prayer on 
Fridays. Deaconesses of the 
Alliance Church teach in "cells" 
in the communities in Korea. A 
"cell" consists of a maximum of 
15 people who gather as friends 
to study the bible and pray. On 
Sundays, they go to the Mother 
church with their cell members. 
Mrs. Dreger closed with the 
remark, "Ladies, I believe in do- 
ing all the possible things and 
leaving the impossibles up to 
God. They're his specialty." 
l HOWDOYOUDOIT Hotllne. Your Travel Infocentre Counsellor is Just a 
telephone call away. When you need some answers on planning your 
holiday trip or what to do with visitors, call the HOWDOYOUDOIT 
Hotllne for some HOWTODOIT help at 0"35-2003. 
Bowlers show 
sales talent . , 
TERRACE -- The Youth Bowl- ...-~.,.. ~ . r .~~.  
ing Council in Terrace recently ii !iil.i :ii ~6"~" ' ~ t • ,.~'~'%N,.-~ announced the results of the An- ii, ~ ' i  ~ ~ _  L"~~~ ~~.~t  /'~"t~'~, I ./~,~ 
nual Chocolate fund ra i ser ,  / ~ ~ . ~ , , o , . ~ ~ ~ ~ . .  
reporting the sales of 1,849 
boxes of chocolates. 
The top sellers were: Ricki 
Boehm who won four passes to :~ I I :TW~ make our Ads :l 'l t t " ' e the waterslides atMount Layton o _ 
Hot Springs for selling 103 " i, 
boxes andAmie McCell~mwho ~ :::~ m f l  
won 2 passes to the waterslides :i~.~ m~~( ,  ~e~ 
for selling 96 boxes o f  ~ :~L 'l " " 
O 
f 
" r  
I) ' 
Ill • 
chocolates. Other residents won 
prizes as a result of a special 
draw: Jason Blake was the win- 
ner of a ghetto blaster/televi- 
sion; .Krissy Francis won a 
tapedeck; Ryan McFadden and 
Ashley Tait both won 
walkmans; Joey Prevost took 
home a camera; Erika Larson 
won a $20 gift certificate for 
Northern Drugs; Courtenay 
Marshal, Jenny Mitchel, Nolan 
Zak, Brian LeFrancois, Shawna 
Toovey, and Michael Prevost all 
took home cassette tape cer- 
tificates; Kim Monteith and 
Amie McClellan won Mount 
Layton pool passes; Peter Murie 
took home a backpack; Erika 
Francis won a bucket of Ken- 
tucky Fried Chicken; Fred 
Wells, Bobby-Jo Wagner, and 
Angela Mitten all won $5 gift 
certificates to Mr. Mikes; Quin- 
ton Freeman and Chris Holte 
both took home frisbees; 
Carlolyn Wells, Lana Garner, 
and Amy Hansen all won Sheera 
dolls; while Heather Marshal, 
Mathew Eichhorst, Ricky 
Boehm, Michael Mitchel, Kari 
Haughland, and Chrystal Edgar 
were able to make off with bowl- 
ing pins. 
The Terrace Youth Bowling 
Council would like to thank all 
merchants who donated prizes. 
In court 
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from Scratch! 
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O 
t the Terrace Review we 
take pride in personally ' 
designing and instituting an ad from 
scratch, to be unique to you and 
your business! 
If you want to get your business 
across in a creative and effective 
way, 
Make an appointment with our 
team today, 
Terrace Rev iew 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G'5G4 
635.7840 
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In Terrace provincial court on 
Thursday, February 4 Ronald 
Hull was fined $500 for im- 
paired riving and fined an addi- 
tional $500 for driving while dis- 
qual i f ied.  Hul i 's  driving 
privileges were suspended a fur- 
ther six months in addition to " 
the suspension already in force. 
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Terrace displays images 
of internationalism 
dunng Mult~cultural Week 
• . . . . .  ~o~'  
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Annual tribute 
to diversity 
another success 
The Terrace and District Multicultural Association 
again "packed the hoUse" at their fourth annual Inter- 
national Potluck Dinner, held on Valentine's Day. Over 
300 adults and a multitude of children participated in the 
dinner, pinata breaking, folk dancing and entertainment 
at the Thornhill Community 
by Betty Barton 
The evening commenced with 
a Tsimpsian prayer by Vera 
Henry of the Kitsumkalum 
Band. Mrs. Henry was regally 
dressed in her black and red 
Tsimshian button cape and 
boots. Multicultural Association 
president Sylvia Morales extend- 
ed a welcome to all the guests 
and spoke emphatically about 
the importance of 
multiculturalism in Canada. 
Bob Jackman, representing Ter- 
race City Council and Norma 
Randle, representing Skeena MP 
Jim Fulton, extended greetings. 
Master of Ceremonies George 
Clarke added his welcome and 
"directed traffic" to the buffet 
tables, laden with exotic foods 
from almost every country on 
every continent. The main 
course was followed by an array 
of desserts. 
The dinner portion of the pro- 
gram was; addressed with con- 
siderable nthusiasm, and after- 
ward Clarke led the crowd in 
giving themselves a round of ap- 
plause for the dinner, (the cost 
of admission was one ethnic dish) 
and cheers for Coco Schan and 
Adrienne Braid for their co- 
ordination of the food and 
drink, and for Jane Dickson,. 
who orchestrated the whole 
Multicultural Evening. 
Peter Braganza, international 
folk dance instructor, member 
of the Multicultural Association 
and organizer of the entertain- 
ment for the evening, started off 
the after-dinner entertainment 
with a children's action dance, 
aptly named "Seven Jumps". 
He then got whole families in- 
Centre. 
volved in the family waltz which 
.originated in Sweden. It was 
designed to get people to mix 
and mingle, and at one point 
things got really mingled up 
when seven men ended .up danc- 
ing together. 
Seven Uplands Elementary 
School students, representing 
Germany, China, Norway, 
South Africa, Hungary and 
Canada, sang "Schneesloeck- 
Chen, Weissroeckchen", (snow- 
flake, little white skirt) under the 
direction of Anna Schemmer- 
ling. Michael Schemmerling 
manned the sound system pro- 
vided by the Terrace Kinsmen 
Club and Northern Native 
Broadcasters. 
The Latin American com- 
munitywas well represented by 
singers Julio (Bolivia) and Cecile 
Alvarez; Mexican hat dancers 
April Gonzalez and  Kane 
Gutierez; a Mexican dance by 
Socorro and Philippe Gutierez; 
a Peruvian dance performed by 
the Equia father-daughter duo. 
Elizabeth Clarke and Urda 
Santo Domingo, both of Philip- 
pine heritage, demonstrated 
cross-culturalism at its finest 
with a lively Jamaican dance. 
Finally, the event that 
children of all ages were waiting 
for,--the pinatasl Anfidst much 
cheering and encouragement, 
numerous children batted at the 
dragon and the pineapple 
pinatas until they broke and 
showered the youngsters with 
candies. 
The evening, ended on an ex- 
pectant note -- with everyone 
looking forward to the fifth an- 
nual International Potluck Din- 
ner next year. 
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MIlls Memorial Hospital nurse Nits Yap demonstrates the use of Instruments for measuring blooo pressure on 
volunteer Tins van Keulen at a Heart Foundation display set up recently In the Skeena Mall. The display was one of 
many activities organized by the Terrace chapter as part of Heart Month. 
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"The Cellist", a drawing by Joanna De Souza of Howe Sound secondary 
school In Squamish, is one of many worksof art by young British Colum- 
bians currently on display In the Terrace Art Gallery. The show Is spon- 
sored by the Emily Carr College of Art and Design, and it ends this 
weekend. 
Terrace Interiors Ltd. 
Exterior and interior paints 
Armstrong flooring • Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
• 'A 11 the. supplies you need" 
4610 Lazelle Ave. 
- 6SS.6600 , l ' q i F  'qp"  v v v v  
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2 Be wrong protuberances 
3 Greekletter 41 Latvian 
4 Writing Implement 44 Owing 
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7 Most Irate 47 Prate 
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CLAe561FI E D '.AD o5 
TRIVIA BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
/ COLUMBUS~ ~ These ads appear in the more than 84 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community Newspapers Association and reach 
CREWMEt, I , ' more than 1.1 mill ion households from White Rock to Whitehorse. 
$129. for  25 words ($3 per each add i t iona l  word)  Call the  Terrace Review at IKI5.7840 
~ ~  " * EQUIPMENT ~t HELP WANTEO PERSONALS 
Columbus Findings ' AUTOMOTIVE  BUSINESS 
Archeologists digging on the Buy/Lease any gas, dles(~l OPPORTUNITIES MACHINERY The Whistler Question re- Happy endings begin at Per- quires a strong general re- sonal Acquaintance Service. 
northcoastofHiatiareuncover-~ car or truck, new or used. ing fresh evidence that the site Direct from volume factory Slender shapes toning tat)- Shoe repair machinery - Fro- porter who will also assume Over 20 years of successful 
was the long-forgotten colony of dealer. Call for pre-a'pproved .lee.. Six machine system - bana finisher, curved needle editorial duties. Res- introductions. Write: 743 ume and Salary expectation Pears Rd., Victoria, B.C. 
La Navidad, where 39of Chris- credit. Call collect 464-0271. full marketingpackage- fast stitcher, long arm patcher, some return - $12,500. to $30,000. fiveinone Gutter skiver, Jack to -Bob DouII, Box 126, V8W 3W9. Phone toll-free 
topher Columbus' crew on the D5231. Can Tan, 3058 Beta Ave., stand and lasts. All in excel- 
Santa Maria settled briefly and $1 Down leases a new car or Burnaby, B.C. V5G 4K4. lent working condition. (604) Whistler r B.C. V0N 1B0. 1-800-661-1669. 
died mysteriously, says National truck. Seven Year warranty. Call collect (604)291-2733. 765-0833 Rob. CP Hotels. Chateau Lake PETS AND LIVESTOCK • FOR SALE MISC. Louise mountain resort hotel Rabbit Journal Research - 
Geographic. Payments from $1391mo. BUSINESS PERSONALS requires general staff for Husbandry- Markets- Show 
O.A.C. Call lease manager - Finally Available - truly year round employment. Results- News and Views. 
[ CAIq~T ,~ ~ at (604)465-8931. DL5584. Need to talk to a priest? A beautiful blankets for truly Subsidized meals/shared ac- pastor? A Fr iend? Need beautiful bablesl Delightful- commodation (singles only). The Canadian Magazine for 
(SMELL A | / ,~ ,~. .~"~ All makes truck/auto lease, healing for your neartacneY ly romantic comforters ere- Applicants must be at least all Rabbit Owners. Annual subscription $10. Send to: 
Canadian Rabbit Council, ~~/~) /~f / . / / / [ §~ The vehicle you want for the Hope for discouragement? ated with yards of exquisite 18 years of age. Resume/ 
~ ~  price you want delivered to Phone your telephone .P% laces, wonderful ribbons and reference letters: Personnel 
your door. For information tar. Mon-Fri. 10 a.m. the finest imported cottons, Manager, Chateau Lake R.R.#1, Osgood, Ontario. 
• Bob Langstaff. Collect 327- p.m. 987-1338. al wrapped up in soft baby Louise r Alberta. T0L 1E0. K0A 2W0. _ 
0431. D#5662. Totem-Mer- Anti-Smokersl Wow! What a pastels. Free details: Wee Marketing/Consultant/Ins- REAL ESTATE 
cury Sales Ltd. conversation piece! Stops Woobles, 22325 Lougheed pector. Roofing and Engin- Waterfront Home, Pentic- 
smokers lighting up in your Hwy., Maple Ridge., B.C. eering Consulting firm re- ton, B.C. $135,000. 80' 
We absolutely.guarantee home= Satisfaction Guaran- V2X 2T3. quires two full time staff: Lakeshore, 3/4 acre lawn and 
SniffTest a better price On any make " Sales/Marketing - Develop fruit trees. Older bungalow, 
of new car, truck, motor- teedl Details $1.00 and marketing two bedrooms up, self-con- Repel Pesky Mosquitos soni- S.A.S.E., Box 808531Y1, cally and ecologically safe. and. Implement 
With most of the six scents on home, holiday trailer or our Burnaby~ B.C. V5H 3Y1. Ideal for gift, fishing, hunt- strategy, Inspector/Consul- talned ground level apart- 
a scratch-and-sniff test used in service is freel Call Con- " ing, camping, golfing, patio, tant - Oversee roofing pro- ment. (604)493-1854. 
an international smell survey, a sumer Negotiating Services EDUCATIONAL in home. Operates one year jects. Ouallflcations: Know- Think about Grand Forks. 
decline in detection becomes 684-4948. Technocracy is the extension on 9V battery included, ledge of all roofing systems Prime agriculture land 
noticeable at about age;/0 and BUSINESS of science to build a civili- $19.95 + tax (B.C. res.) + and respective applications, southern B.C. Excellent cll- 
significant after g0, says Nation" OPPORTUNITIES zation worthy of the intelli- $2.00 p & h. Cheque, man- two years experience in mate, orchards, nursery, 
genes of man. Please write eyorder, Visa. Mosquito Sales, Marketing, Estima- truck farming, hay, 54 view 
alGeographic. Grow Shlitake, Oyster Technocracy Inc., 1002 Tilli- Hawk, 105 - 6888 No. 3 ting and Property Manage- acres, water, utilities, S.E. 
Mushrooms, others. Fast cure, Victoria, B.C. V9A Road, Richmond, B.C. V6Y ment (Marketing). Either exposure. Nearby indoor 
Shortest Radio Waves growing industry. Work- lZ8. 2C4. (604)270-4518. Dealer ticketed roofer, estimator, pool, skating, curling, 
shops March 19 and April The world's largest array of 16117, on Farm, Hands-on. Diploma correspondence, inquiries invited, spec writer, roof inspector schools. Phone (604)442- 
Free calendar. High School Giant Seven Foot Screen and eligible to register with 8365, (604)442-5375, Box RCABC (inspector), willing 1239, Grand Forks, B.C. 
to relocate (inspector). Send V0H 1H0. telescopes designed to detect Also catalogue of spawn/ millimeter-length radio waves - supplies $2.00. Western Bio- upgrading, accounting, man- T.V. Projector Kit. Over 
emitted during the birth anddy- Iogicals, Box 46466 Stn. G, agement, administration, 150,000 sold. Send $19.95 or resume, salary requirements SERVICES 
ing stages of stars will be developed Vancouver~ B.C. V6R 4G7. secretarial, computers. Es- $2. for more information to to: Inter-Coast Consultants "ICBC Offered me $3,500. 
by three universities, it was an- " " tablished 1964. National Col- Inland Enterprises, Box 486, Ltd., 207 - 15225 Thriit Taber, Alta. T0K 2G0. Diet- Avenue; White Rock, B.C. Carey Linde got me 
nouncedrecently. Start Your Own Business. lege, 444 Robson, Vancou- $194,000", G.N. - Abbots- 
The Berkeley-Illinois-Mary- Potential Net Income i ver, 688-4913 toll free 1-800- ributorships available. V4B 2K9. Attn: Lee Ferns- ford. Vancouver lawyer Car- 
landArray, named for thethree $50,000. plus. Manufacturer 387-1281~ 24 hours. . Lighting Fixtures. Western worth, ey Linde (since 1972) has 
of home decor product Is EQUIPMENT AND Canada's largest display. Wanted April to November- Free Information. Phone 1- 
state universities haring in the looking for exclusive dealer project's development, will de- in your area. May be operat- MACHINERY . Wholesale and retail. Free Experienced Carpenters & 684-7798. Second Opinions Catalogues available. Nor- Framers. $3,500 - $5,000. Gladly Given. 
tect the shortest radio waves in ed from your home. No Laundromat Equipment for burn Lighting Centre, 4600 per month. Apply Box 62, 
space with a resolution necessary inventory. Minimum invest- Sale: NIne Maytag Commer- East Hastings Street, Bur- Madeira Park, B.C. V0N ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
to discern structures about the ment $950. phone Mr. clal Washers, Three Norge naby, B.C. V5C 2K5. Phone 2H0. (604)885-5448 10:00 Dale Carr-Harris- 20 years a 
sizeofoursolarsystem. Shawn 1-800-361-0406 or Commercial Washers, One 1-299-0666. a.m.- 2 p.m. trial lawyer with five years medical school before law. 0 -  
The telescopes principally de- (514)387-7394. triple loader, Milnor Auto- If you area  Certified Me- chanic with five years or 669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex- tect faint emissions from inter- matic Washer, TwoFedders 52" TV Screen for the Olym- 
stellar molecules and dust. New condom vending much- - double loaders, One Back pica. Connect your 14" port- Ines. $159. each $1.00 per extractor, 10 King coin pro- able TV to our TV Projector more Ford experience and if perienced in head injury and 
vend. Small investment ex- pane dryers. Al l  in good and watch the entire Olym- you would like to work and other major claims. Percent- 
MostCalorles cellent return take advan- working condition. All for pics on the 52" metallic live in the beautiful Fraser age fees available. 
tage now. Phone 1-248-9804. $12,400. Won't Last at this Superscreen (included). Valley, please send your re- TRAVEL  
Fatsarethemostconcentrated Write Box 466, Parksville, orice I Write to: Uncle Wal- Reg. price $495. - Now - sume to; Box 858, Chilliwack Skiers: Lake Louise, Can- 
" Ave., Chilliwack, B.C. V2P 5 day ski holidays from$182. source of calories in foods. A B.C. V0R 2S0. ter's Emporium, B~)I~ 924, once in a lifetime Wholesale Progress, 45860 Spadina ada's Favorite, has6 nights/ 
teaspoon of margarine has 36 Ladysmith, B.C. 2E0.' Clearance at $189. Free de- 
calories, whileateaspoonofpure Cash In Cash Out. Coke, Phone 245-7331 livery in Western Canada. 6H9. per person, quad occupancy. - " (Visa accepted). O.K. World $Make Big Moneys People Other varieties of packages 
sugar has l6calories. Import, Ste. #1112 - 1124 needed, fu l l /par t - t ime,  available. Call 1-800-661- 
1158. Pepsi, Libby's Heinz - Miller "Big 40" portable l)rugReverse world famous drinks you will gas welder. Shake block Lonsdale Ave., N. Vancou- packaging free samples. No 
refill In your new, unique racks. 18' and 14' block ver t B.C. V7M 2H1. experience needed. For in- 
Flumazenil, a new drug tested cold popljuice vendors with formation send self-address- Free for the asking? Super conveyers. Recreational tra- GARDENING ed stamped envelope: "Sam- Winter Special. Second per- 
by anesthesiologists at the Uni- separate price settings. MIn- vel trailer 14' good, clean, piers , #1 - 10318 East son stays free at Blue Boy 
versity of California, Davis ap- Imum investment of $11,980 propane fridge, stove. Jack Greenhouse & HydroponlG Whalley Ring Road, Surrey, Hotel Vancouver $39.95 + 
pears capable of reversing the secured as we supply 462-7521 tax. 1-800-663-6715 or 321- 
effects or tranquilizers after surg- freight, equipment Installed " equipment, supplies. Every- B.C. V3T 4H4. in locations, product fills, One complete towing outfit, thing you need. Best quality, 6611. Airport Transportation 
ical operations. Benzodiazepines, which in- supplies etc., own your cash 1981 G.M.C. 4X4 wrecker super low prices. Green- PERSONALS not Included. 
business, your choice, part house $175., Ha,des $115. Women Worldwidel Seeking Canadian men for friend- WANTED with 1200 Holmes body corn- 
dude the frequently prescribed or full time. Call/write (24 plete. 1967 Ford 600 with Over 3,000 products In 
anti-anxiety drugs Valium, Hal- hours) for brochure. Solar 1973 Holmes 500 body corn- stockl Send $2 for Info pack ship/marriage. Free color Wanted to Buy used Herring 
cion, Versed Restoril and Ativan, Business Centres, 100 East plete. WR 154 Base Station & Free magazine to Western brochure. Cherry Blossoms, Skiffs 9 ft. wide or less. 25' - 
are often used to produce seda- Drive, Suite 200, Bramalea, and Mobile Unit. E. Chore, Water Farms, 1244 Seymour Box 190BC. Kapaau, Hawaii 28' long beater barpower- 
tion and amnesia during surgical Ont. L6TIB3. Mr. Halbotl- 2620 Ross Rd., Kelowna, St., Vancouver, B.C. V6B 96755 USA. or call toll free roller. O.K. after Herring 
procedures. (416)761-5705. B~769.4675.  3N9. 1-604-682-6636. 1-800-322-3238 an timey.Ji_m.e.:.__ Season. Call 530.0786. 
[ m ml, - 
Editorial --- cont,nued from Page 4 Fire report 
and Trade) panel ruling thht When theGATTwasestabl ished but only under the condition 
may open the West Coast cam- in the 1940's, along with the In- that U.S. lobbyists are satisfied On Feb. 21 at 12:18 a.m. the Damage resulting from the fire 
mercial fishery to predation by ternational Monetary Fund and with B.C.'s forest royalty Terrace Fire Department a tend- was minor. 
U.S. processors might have been the World Bank, its mandate system. The result is that we now ed a chimney fire on Skeena 
solved through bilateral negotia- was to eventually break down all have a scale of stumpage fees Street. Damage was minimal 
tions, but it now appears that restrictions to the free flow of and other crown levies that are because of the structure of the On Feb. 21 at 2:33 a.m. the 
the least damaging course for goods in the world market, and designed, as our Minister of chimney. Terrace Fire Dept. was asked to 
Canada will be non-compliance it is philosophically opposed to Forests has pointed out on assist an ambulance crew using 
with the final ruling and pay- artificial trade barriers - in- several occasions, with a On Feb. 21 at 3:06 p.m. the the jaws of life. 
merit of a $3 million penalty to eluding bilateral understandings baseline critieria of placating Terrace Fire Dept. attended a
Icicle Seafoods (located, in- like the Free Trade agreement. Washington politicians rather chimney fire on Thomas Street. 
terestingly, inWashington state, In the mean time the U.S. is than addressing the require- 
not Alaska), which amounts to busy trying to cut similar merits of our provincial forest K insmen- - .  oontlnued from page15 
peanuts compared to the losses agreements with both Japan and resource, complained with feigned bit- an industrial chain, with the 
that would be incurred by cam- Mexico. In thelargerschemeofthings, terness that everyone but him words, "KIN", "BERT", "10 
pliance, the lumber and fishing industries was being recognized for atten- YRS" soldered onto it. On 
One of the best illustrations of are relatively small segments of dance and service. He protested Wednesday night just past, he 
One of the intriguing aspects American intent in trading with the overall U.S, economy. One again in the eighth and ninth got his "official recognition -- 
of the agreement is that it in- Canada is the countervailing du- wonders what's going to happen years. Finally, in the tenth year, and from the founding father 
cludes a compliance clause with ty against softwood lumber im- when the petrochemical industry he was presented with a large, yet! 
reference to GATT rulings, ports. The duty will be removed, starts feeling left out. heavy steel medallion, hung on 
( 
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Classified Ads - Dead l ine  is F r iday ,  4:00 pine 
As a public service the Terrace Review Will print free of charge any ad offering to share 
something with the community (eg., rides, child care, free items). In addition there wil l  be 
no charge for "Lost & Found" or for ads placed by individuals seeking work. 
RATES: Non.d lsp l -y  - per issue: $4.00 for 30 words or less, additional 
words 5¢ each. ! : 
Display - per issue: $4.75 per column inch. 
We reserve the right to classify, edit or refuse any advertisement. ~L~ 
TERMS: Payment with order unless otherwise arranged. 
Please send your ad with payment to: 4535 Greig Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
Al l  Breed Dog Grooming  
. Reasonable Rates * 
Small Breed - -  clips, $20. to $2S. 
Includes bath, nails, etc. 
Grooming Professionally since 1978 
Phone Jane for an appointment 
638-8018 TFNC 
Dairy Queen requires pan-time help 
evenings and weekends. Apply In 
person to 4532 Lakelse Ave. Ask for 
manager. 312p 
Full.time, reliable babysitter needed 
In my home In Thornhlll. Hours are 
Men. - Frl. 7:30 a.m.- 4:30 p.m. 
$18/day. Must have own transporta- 
tlon. Have two boys 4 years and 15 
mona. Startlng Feb.188. Inqulre at 
23-3319 Kofeed Dr. after 4 p.m. 
2/24p 
Bsclzelore and working couples: 
responsible woman looking for 
housecleaning work. References 
available. Phone 635-4316 after 5 
p.m. 2/24p 
Small house In Now Rome, 2 
bedroom, wood heat, propane stove, 
nicely finished interior. Available Im- 
medlately. $2751month plus damage 
deposlt. Phone 635-9533 after 5 p.m. 
2/24p 
Manor Vil la 
Apartments 
now renting 1 & 2 bedroom 
suites. Phone 635.4503 
( ~  Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Forests and Lands 
Duo to recent changes in Ministry tendering 
procedures dlvlculture contractors may be 
choosen from Nlect Invitation lists for direct 
award and =elected invitation silvicultural con- 
tracts such as Surveys, Planting, Site Prepara- 
tion, Brushing and Weeding, Juvenile Spacing, 
Fertilization and Pre Harvest Site Pre#crlptions. 
Contractors who are interested inbeing placecl 
on the list are odvl=ecl to contact he Prince 
Rupert Forest Region, Attention: Silviculture, 
Bag 5000, Smlthers, B.C., V0J 2NO, before 
March 31, 1988. At that time, you will be placed 
on a list in the following districts: 
Lakes District, Morlce District, gulkley 
Di|trlct, Ktmplox DIslrlct, Kalum District, Nor- 
thcoast District and the Casslar District. 
Please indicate which district= and activities 
you are interested in. Your request must In- 
dlcato experience, qualifications and previous 
contracts and references. 
3/2c 
LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATTER of Duplicate Certlflcato f Title 
, No. A4860 to Lots 8 and 9, Block 8, Distdct Lot 
369, Range S, Corot District, Plan 972. 
WHEREAS, woof of Ic~l of Duplicate .CeHif!cate 
of Title No. A4810 to the obeys dl~crlDea ions, 
issued in the name(s) of G.E. Ream Holdings 
Ltd. has been filed In this office, notice is 
hereby given that I el~ll, at the expiration of 
two w~mks from the date of first publicatlen 
hereof, issue a Provisional Certificate of Title in 
lieu of the said Duplicate, unless In the mean- 
time valid objection be made to me in writing. 
DATED at the Land Title Office, Prince Rupert, 
B.C. this 22nd clay of January, 1988. 
Dote of first publication: February 17, 1988. 
2/24c 
Found -- on Monday, Feb. 8 on the 
Sonde Overpass, a small male dog, 
reddish-blond long hair, possibly 
part miniature collie, wearing a 
white flea collar and a leather collar 
but no tag. Phone 635-5394 or 
635-6536 and ask for Betty. tfn 
Found -- one pair men"s glasses 
beside Don Diego's. Gold and silver 
frames, strong prescription, glass 
lenses. Phone 635-7840. tfn 
Found -- small male dog with long 
red hair, probably Pomeranian in 
breed, found near Skeena Junior 
• Secondary. Phone635-4101. tfn 
10 f-'-oot, two ton, A-frame 
Gantry on wheels, $1,500. Phone 
• 635-7840. tfnp 
Paramo.n--~-mmoblie home 12 x 66, two 
bedrooms, utility room, carpeting 
throughout. Natural gas furnace, 
Island stove and eye level oven~ in- 
cludes frldge and dishwasher. 
Enclosed sundeck, shed, excellent 
condition. Asking $15,000. Serious 
inquiries only, phone 635-3558 after 
6 p.m. 3013p 
Kslum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
Abortion counselling, Information 
and referral service. Fridays 10 a.m. 
to 12 noon, 638-0994. After hours, 
635.3487. Confidentiality assured. 
3111 p 
Unplanned pregnancy? Decisions to 
make? Understanding all your alter- 
natives makes ,you really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call BIRTHRIGHT, 635-3907, 
anytime. Free pregnancy testing, tfn 
In loving memory of Rufus Arthur 
McDames born November 5, 1909, 
Adnlmaul, B.C. Promoted to Glow: 
January 26, 1988. His memory and 
faith in Jesus will remain with us 
forever. 
He Is survived by: older sister Mary 
Wesley of Kltsegukla, Anne Mlcheal 
of Langley, his loving wife of 44 
years Phyllis M¢Dames, 35 grand- 
children, 42 great grandchildren, 5 
great-great grandchildren, 4 sons 
and 5 daughters. 
The family would like to, thank: Dr. 
Hay, Dr. Osei-Tutu, Dr. Strangway, 
and staff of Mills Memorial Hospital; 
also to those family and friends who 
came to comfort us and to share In 
our grief. 
A special thank you to the Canyon 
City Salvation Army brass band and 
Capt. John Harker of the Terrace 
Salvation Army for coming to honor 
the memory of our father. 
1982 Toyota, long wheel base 4 x 4, 
120,1)00 km. Asking $5,980. Phone 
636-2315. P/~ ~k. "~ 2/2p 
Consignments for -Auct-lon 
Sale:Phone 635-7055 or drop In at 
Northwest Trading for more details, 
4539 Grelg Ave., Terrace. 312p 
Horse Training. Have Just moved 
here and am looking for a horse to 
ride. Have competed successfully In 
Combined Training, Hunter, Jumper, 
Hack and Dressage. Phone 632-4350 
after 6 p.m. 2/24p 
Roiind Alpha Juno 2 Synthel~l-~-r, 
$1,250, excellent condition with 
case and cartridge. Phone 638.0456. 
312p 
HELP WANTED 
Welcome Wagon openings, ex- 
panding, established communi' 
ty service has part-time apen-' 
ings. Position requires use of 
vehicle and typing. Previous 
community involvement an 
asset. 
Call Alma Joachim, HoStess 
638-1204 
- Or write Box 1026, Terrace, 
V8G 4V1. 
2/24c 
CHILD CARE 
Positions Available 
J Working with mentally handicapped children. Full and part 
time positions available - involves shift work. 
• PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum one year Human 
Service Worker or Early Childhood Education Program 
and/or related experience. Must have definite desire to 
work with handicapped children. Successful applicants 
must submit criminal record check and B.C. drivers license. 
Hand deliver resume to: 
evenings. ,n Linda Pe l le t ler  I HSLP I Terrace & District Communi ty  Services 
4530 Lakelae Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
FOR LEASE I WAMTI=r j t  | AOAMS, Ha'an "merst (Ns"le) - 635-7863 
of Usk, passed away peacefully on Closing date, February 29, 1988. 
Store  f ront  I ' '  n "  " - - - - - -  i  Terrace & District Credit I February 6, 1988 at Victoria, B.C. In 
/Warehouse I Union has immediate open- I herhusband89th year.WilliamPredeceasedR. (DIck)bY heron 2/24c 
• IF m m  Light Industrial | ings for experienced part- | December 8, 1968. Survived by her 
Two units 1,735 square feet J time tellers on a call in I loving family, Margaret and son-in- | "Best in Town !" I 
each. At Keith Avenue and J basis. Enquire in person to I law Archle Earley; Helena and son- 
In.lawBillMcRae;Blllanddaughter" ! ummit Square l' I Lorraine McDonagh. | 
i8  great-grandchildren; sisters Elsie J S 
Kenney Street. Some office, I 635.7282 | In-law Joy Adams; 10 grandchildren, 
Overhead Doors, | ! Whitlow, Karln (Paddy) Blaokhall, 
Washroom and Gas heat. Irene Bowie and Kathleen Varner. 
635-7459 SALES ADVERTISING PERSON .... Also many nieces and nephews. | , , J Nell, daughter of Charles and ! Apar tments  Margaret Durham came with her 
family to their Kltselas Canyon • ' i  
homestead In 1903 via riverboat. She I I  
II .... i11 3,0 
Twe-bedroom beret, suite, large IIv- Two bedroom tram: married DIck Adams In 1922. They ~One bedroom from: REQUIRED built their home In Usk where they S 
per month 
" *L . , 
Ing room with patio door to private 
backyard. Kitchen and full bath. All 
utilities Included. $4001mo. Working 
couple preferred. Security dep. re- 
quired. Available March 1. Call even- 
Ings 638-1876. 2/240 
I 
FOR RENT 
* 1,2, & 3 bedroom apartments 
. Laundry facilities & balconies 
, .  Two blocks from downtown 
. Rents start at $290.00 
. References required 
Woodland Apartments 
Ph': 635-2817 or 835-5224 
• r l  I 
Must be well groomed. 
Have some typing skills and 
own car, will ing to travel. 
Salary plus car allowance. 
For appointment please 
call: 
635-6302. 3/,P 
I I I B i l l  
Service Pads For Kent 
at Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road, $120. monthly. 
Phone 635-5407 after 6 p.m. 
S/lip 
i 
raised their three children. Later 
years were spent, on the highway 
side of the river where Nell's 
greatest pleasures were having 
family and friends around her and 
being able to give away her plentiful 
garden produce. She spent her last 
month In the loving care of her 
sisters Paddy and Irene. She was 
dearly loved and will be missed by 
all of us. 
At her request, a graveslde service 
only was held on February 11th In 
Terrace. 
God saw that she was weary 
And the hill was hard to climb 
So he gently closed her eyelids, 
And whispered, "Peace be Thine". 
s325 oar month 
• Attractive, spacious, with storage room. 
• Colored appliances and fixtures. 
• Beautiful cupboards, double stainless sinks. 
• LaundryLarge balconieSfacilities.with screened patio doors.. ~ 
• Security enter-phones and deadbolts. 
• Fully draped and co.ordinated to w/w carpets. 
• Six channel satellite T.V. 
• Racquet courts. 
• Ample parking. 
• References required. 
Phone: 635.5968 
CLA&&IFIED& 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
West Coast Chimney Service 
Clean chimney maintenance dealer 
for: FIN61UARD CHIMNEY FIRE EX- 
TINGUISHERS. Phone 635-9557~ 
Pro Tech Electronics 
Complete electronics repairs and 
services, Service centre for most 
major brands, Satellite TV systems. 
4519 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-5134. 
Nodhwest Consolidated Supply Ltd. 
Your complete source for all your 
heating needs. 5239 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. Phone 635-7158. 
Total Business Services 
Typing, voice pager, photocopying, 
24.hour answering service. No. 1 
3238 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C., 
V861 2N4. Phone 638-8195. 
All-West Glees Terrace Ltd. 
Auto glass specialists, ICBC claims 
handled promptly. 4711.A Kelth 
Avenue. Phone 638-1166. 
Ken's Matins 
Mere Cruisers, Mariner outboards, 
Hamilton and outboard Mariner 
Jets, Homelight lawnmowers, 
Yamaha 3 and 4 wheelers, Yamaha 
Power Products, Shlndalwa chain 
saws and power products. DL No. 
7550. 4946 Greig Avenue. Phone 
635-2909. 
B & 61 61rocery 
Laundromat and Carwash, Open 
8:30 to 10:30 p.m.dally. 2701 South 
Kalum Street. Phone 635-6180. 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. 
Sales and Service for Motorcycles, 
Chalnsawe, Snowmobiles, Marine 
Supplies. 4441 Lakelse Avenue, Ter- 
race. Phone 635-6384. 
Doe's Cartage & Storage Co. 
(1084) Ltd. 
Narc's Electd¢ 
Industrial, Commercial & Residen- 
tial Wiring. 4931 Lazelle Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. Phone 638.1876. Nathan 
Waddell - Electrical Contractor. . 
HI-Quality Belting & Contracting 
Services 
Inflatable Boat Repairs, Durable 
• High Quality Vulcanizing Repairs. 
We specialize In Conveyer Belt In- 
stallations, Splicing, and Repairs. 
Vulcanizing and Pulley Lagging. 24 
hour service, reasonable rates. 
Phone 638-0663 or 638-8530. 
North Coast Auto Repairs Ltd. 
Specializing in 4 x 4 and Automatic 
Transmission Repairs. 3220 River 
Drive, Terrace, B.C. Phone 635-6967.. 
DLN Contracting 
Commercial & Residential Construc- 
tion, Maintenance, Repairs & 
Renovations Wood Stove Installa- 
tions. No. 4-3916 Mountainvlew 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Phone 
635-5859. 
Kalum Electdc Ltd. 
Major Appliances: Frigidaire, Elec- 
trohome, Westinghouse, Quasar 
T.V., Sales & Service, VCR, Parts 
Depot for all makes, We service all 
makes. 3234 Kalum Street, Phone 
635-6286. 
Thomhlll Grocery & Laundromat 
Open 7 days a week 8 a.m. to 11 
.. p.m., . Fresh meat cut dally, Fresh 
produce, 'Take-out" foods, Stamp 
Agency. Across from Thornhlll 
Elementary. Phone 635-6624. 
Chlmo Delivery 
Do you have problems picking up 
prescrlptlons, grocerles, appllances 
or anythlng else? For all your mov- 
Ing and delivery needs, phone for ex- 
Agents for United Van Lines, ... perlenced and speedy service. Dally 
Across town or across the nation. Grocery Pickup from Safeway and 
3111 Blakeburn Street, Terrace, B.C. Co-op 1:30 and 5:30 pro. Only $4.00, 
Phone 635.2728. In Kltlmat Phone free to Seniors; only through Chime 
632.2544. and Safeway. Phone 638-8530...  
WANTED 
TO RENT 
Professional couple 
wants to rent 3 to 4 
bedroom house in 
Horseshoe area or on 
bench. Long-term lease 
desired. Finders' fee of- 
fered. Phone 635-3048. 
3/9p 
Extinct Radiation and 
theBigBang 
Searching among meteorites 
for evidence of an extinct form 
of radiat ion--radiat ion now 
totally decayed but present at the 
formation of the solar system 
could help scientists more accu- 
rately determine how soon the 
solar system was formed after its 
chemical elements were produced. 
Currently, researchers think it 
could have been as short a time as 
20 million years or as long as 200 
million years. 
REGISTERED 
NURSE 
A local doctors' office requires a registered nurse 
for casual relief work. Please send resume to: 
Emerson Medical Clinic 
3210 Emerson Street, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2R8 
2/24c 
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NWCC to enter proposal on 
special computer project 
TERRACE -- Northwest Cam- of such a concept would allow computer based education 
munity College recently an- 
nounced is intention to submit a 
proposal for a newly developed 
hi-tech computer education 
strategy. 
by Philip Musseiman 
The Ministry of Economic 
Development; Softwords, a 
Victoria-based software firm; 
and Olivette Canada Ltd. are 
cooperating in order to offer 
four out of B.C.'s 19 communi- 
ty colleges and institutes the op- 
portunity to develop new com- 
puter based education techni- 
ques using two special computer 
languages designed for ease of 
use. 
The NATAL language offers 
the capability of user support 
and user friendliness in order to 
accommodate those educational 
centers wishing to create com- 
plementing computer education 
to existing course outlines. 
The flag project will be con- 
ducted so that the use of the 
language can be monitored and 
eventually tested for world-wide 
marketing for educational and 
other purposes. Each submis- 
sion proposal outlines that 
facility's concept for the 
language's u age. 
According to Norbert Hartig, 
Director of Media Services, 
NWCC's proposal is for a com- 
puter based development in in- 
troductory, first year university- 
transfer biology. The organizing 
the addition of computer 
generated graphics and instruc- 
tion in order to better relay 
biology concepts. This proposal 
calls for the use of NATAL and 
GRAPHICS POWER 
languages, developed by Soft- 
words, in order to create a com- 
prehensive and informative ad- 
dition to lecturing. The college is 
planning on using a team ap- 
proach to organize their pro- 
posal, which would consist of: a 
Content Expert who would 
determine what portions of the 
course could be taught by com- 
puter; two designers to develop 
these ideas, a Project Manager 
(Hartig) to oversee the project 
and report to the committee in 
V ic tor ia ;  one Techinical  
Specialist to emphasize graphics 
development in the instruction 
techniques; and Consultants. 
This proposed plan could be 
active on an experimental basis 
in Sept. if funding is available 
and the proposal is accepted. 
Responses or proposals are due 
Feb. 29, and on March 15 the 
four colleges will be announced; 
between May 16, and May 27 
training of staff members of 
each college will be done. Pro- 
viding NWCC is chosen, two 
staff members will be sent to 
Victoria for training in NATAL 
and GRAPHICS POWER. 
The criteria for the proposals 
requires, college committment, 
showing effort for growth in  
Day care - -  continued from page 3 , 
the amount of money provinces 
put towards these operations. 
The federal government will 
provide 75 percent of the total 
funds for capital costs to start 
up licensed, non-profit centers. 
"Our provincial government 
does not compare favorably to 
Manitoba, the wealthiest child- 
care province, or to Quebec, 
which spends $101 per child to 
our $46," Oloman said~ "We 
have a long way to go, but there 
is a glimmer of hope, a patch of 
blue sky." 
Oloman expects the B.C. 
government tocontinue with the 
subsidies which replace CAP, 
and to negotiate with the federal 
government for capital grants 
for new spaces. "They want to 
• add another 20,000 spaces to the 
17,000 we now have. That's go- 
ing from serving nine percent of 
the need to 20 percent. It's not 
enough but it's-a start." 
Unfortunately, there are no 
plans to access the operating 
grants available, which make it 
feasible to run the more expen- 
sive services like infant care and 
f lexible-t ime child care. 
Operating grants would be 
available to existing Services, 
also on a cost-shared basis. 
(CBE); a suitable and feasible 
project proposal; stated content 
in the project plan; relevance of 
this content to educational goals 
and needs; marketablility of the 
college's plan to a wide variety 
of educational centres; and a 
demonstration f the seriousness 
of the college to see their pla n 
succeed. 
The monitoring of a given 
project would be manditory and 
in the case of NWCC Hartig 
would supervise the develop- 
ment of the course addition and 
would report to a committee. 
"The reason we chose biology," 
Hartig explained "is because it is 
a challenging, yet widely- 
demanded course, which could 
be aided by the use of computer 
instruct ion and graphic 
demonstration f theory. Many 
of today's tudents' goals seem 
somehow tied into the study, of 
biology; for example, nursing, 
the marine program, first year 
university-transfer for the 
medical profession, etc. Biology 
also seems very well suited to the 
graphics and information that a 
computer is able to provide." 
4~ 
Hartig projects, that if the 
col lege proposal is accepted, 
20 percent of the total develop- 
ment may be prepared for Sept. 
in order to be distributed to 
various Northwest Community 
College campuses for hands-on 
experimentation. 
The provincial governments 
may also apply for some of the 
$100 million Special Initiatives 
Fund,. if they're eligible. 
Oloman encouraged workshop 
participants to access these 
funds, which are set aside for in- 
novative responses to child care" 
problems uch as special needs 
services and parent resource 
centers. 
There is a question concerning 
the time at which this money will 
be distributed. Oloman warned 
that, although scheduled for 
availability inApril of this year, 
these funds were not mentioned 
in Michael Wilson's latest 
budget. 
And if negotiations between 
the federal and provincial 
governments are lengthy, tire 
question of when any of this 
money will be available isup in 
the air. "This doesn't mean too 
much for people who are doing 
their best to care for kids today. 
Here in Terrace I've seen heart- 
ache in some places, with people 
trying to provide a quality ser- 
vice and meet the increasing 
demands, with no support other 
than parent fees, which they try 
to keep affordable." Oloman 
estimates it will be two years at 
the earliest before the process is 
complete. 
The half-day workshop con- 
cluded with participants trying 
to solve child care problems m 
Terrace area. They identified a
lack of services in the areas of 
infant care, after-school and 
flexible-time care, the goal of in- 
creasing the Early Childhood 
Education course from I0 
months to two years, and the 
establishment of a resource 
center, as priorities. 
Mab Oloman encouraged the 
women and men in attendance 
to be "Champions for Child 
Care" in improving child care 
services. She said, "The parents 
are and should be the primary 
care-givers, and they need the 
kind of support that will 
enhance and supplement their 
work in this important role." 
Court 
In Terrace provincial court on 
Friday, January 29 Marcel 
Daigle was fined $75 for a viola- 
tion of the Liquor Control Act. 
In Terrace provincial court on  
Friday, February 5 Eric Venus 
was fined $200 for assault. 
Port expansion may provide work for local trades 
The Prince Rupert Port Car- will be finalized' sometime next the expansion will mean the 
poration recently announced the 
organization of a $37.9 million 
dollar expansion project at Fair- 
view Terminal in Prince Rupert. 
by Philip Musselman 
month, and during the summer 
the contractors will be chosen. 
According to Stranan construc- 
tion should begin in the fall and 
• will probably take a good 18 
months. Most new facilities 
should be operative in 1989 
According to Joe Stranan, while total completion is slated ~ 
Manager of Marketing and  for 1990. 
Planning for the Prince Rupert The expansion calls for 5.5 
Port Corporation the construe- hectares of storage space and an 
tion for this project has not yet additional 200 metres of extend- 
begun, but the corporation is ed berth. At the moment the 
capability to accommodate 
three. The project will comple- 
ment the terminal's storage 
capacity with an increase in the 
neighbourhood of 30 percent, 
relieving the increasing demand 
for space. 
According to Stranan, lumber 
is by far the most common pro- 
duct handled, in ~1986, 415 
million board feet was accom- 
modated. In 1987 that figure in- 
creased to 556 million. The ex- 
now determining the selectionof facility is capable of loading or pansion is the result of this 
design engineers.: Thi's .decision unloading two shipsatonce, and • larger demand and .projections 
~.  ~ : .  . ~ .  , " .  ~ ' • ? ,  ~ .  ,~  , " . .  . . . • . 
for 750 million board feet in 
1988 and 900 million in 1989 
demonstrate the obvious need 
for upgrading the facility. In 
1990 the Prince Rupert Port 
Corporation plans to be seeing 
950 million board feet being 
moved through its facilities. 
The project will involve the 
clearing of trees, and l~elling 
land, and construction of 
storage and docking facilities, as 
well as other preparations. Ac- 
cording to Strman the project 
will be I00 percent the respon- 
sibility of the Prince Rupert Port 
Corporation. Fifty percent of"  
the cost will be borrowed, and 
will be repaid by the corporation 
in approximately ten years. The 
expansion should provide up to 
175 man years of labour and ap- 
proximately 80 permanent jobs 
after its completion. According 
to Don Sabourn, Relief Business 
agent at the Terrace Branch of 
the Carpenters Union this con- 
stmction project should mean a 
good opportunity for Terrace 
carpenters as well as those in 
Prince Rupert, 
~.., . . . .  ~ . . . , .~ '=. . "  . '{7  ~ '~ . . : , . ,  • 
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 '!i'il Alzheimer supp 
TERRACE - -  Alzheimer's dis- 
ease was the topic of discussion 
for about 50 people who attend- 
ed an organizational meeting at 
Northwest Community College 
recently. The group is interested 
in starting a local support group 
for families and friends of 
Alzheimer's ufferers. 
by Tod Straehan 
According to the Alzheimer's 
Society of B.C., Alzheimer's 
disease causes severe, pro- 
gressive memory loss and im- 
paired intellect with devastating 
effects on families and friends. 
DR. JOHN KENNEDY: Any signs o f  
depression In the elderly are 
serious. 
MARGARET EAGLESON: A time of 
great anxiety. 
Several support groups in the 
province provide a forum for the 
discussion of concerns for many 
of these people, who exchange 
practical advice on the effective 
management of behaviors caus- 
ed by the disease. 
Also, Alzheimer's disease is 
the fourth leading cause of death 
in Canada after heart disease, 
cancer and stroke, and it has 
been estimated that it causes 
10,000 to 20,000 deaths annual- 
ly. In Canada there are at least 
300,000 persons afflicted with 
the disease. Although research is
gaining ground, there is no 
known treatment or prevention 
for Alzheimer's. 
City vehicle 
car was required. Sheridan pro- 
tested, saying they had already 
purchased a van and a larger 
vehicle wasn't necessary --  all 
that was required was a two- 
door compact. But council 
decided the suggestion was valid 
and decided to ask for new 
tenders on a four-door vehicle. 
Eleven tenders were offered 
on the new specifications rang- 
ing f rom $9,431.88 to 
$14,611.40 and it was from this 
list that the Plymouth K Car was 
selected ata  cost of $957.25 per 
additional door when compared 
to council's first choice of a 
Nissan Micra. 
The selection criteria offered 
in Christensen's uggestion of 
the Plymouth was interesting 
but somewhat confusing to 
Sheridan. The Plymouth was 
available immediately according 
to Christensen,but after a few 
phone calls by the Terrace 
Review Tuesday morning it was 
found that the Chev, Ford and 
Nissan were also in stock. The 
~" continued from page 1 
Plymouth was also the largest 
vehicle offered, said Christen- 
sen, who listed the length and 
width of each vehicle in 
millimetres to prove his point. 
And although the Plymouth was 
6 mm (0.3 inches) shorter and 
the Ford was a whopping 54 mm 
(2.1 inches) shorter, he missed 
the fact that the Ford was 9 mm 
(0.4 inches) wider and didn't list 
the actual size of the passenger 
compartment. 
The bid from Nissan, offering 
a vehicle 752 mm (2 feet, 5.6 in- 
ches) shorter and 165 mm (6.5 
inches) narrower than the K Car, 
was $9,431.88, $133.68 more 
than their original offer plus the 
estimated $400 for the addi- 
tional doors, but still only 
$266.84 per additional door. 
Christensen claimed the 
Plymouth warranty was the 
longest at  7 years or 115,000 
kilometers on the power train (a 
check on warranties indicated 
that Chevrolet has a 12 month or 
20,000 kilometer warranty on 
the body and 6 years or 100,000 
Park - -  continued from page 1 . 
jumping the lease payment over 
800 percent for Fisherman's 
Park. Their attitude reflects 
their current treatment of the 
public at large and is about one 
hundred years behind the times 
with regard to public relations." 
Hazelwood offered the city 
assistance in maintaining the 
park for recreational purposes 
by either writing to or meeting 
with CN to express the 
B.C.W.F. support. However, he 
added, "We have been involved 
in  twin tracking and railway 
wildlife mortalities discussions 
in the past. The experience was 
frustrating as they deal from 
iconclastic strength that tends to 
intimidate one initially." 
If nothing can be done to 
change CN's mind on the lease 
increase for Fishermen's Park, 
Hazelwood offered financial 
support from the Salmonid 
Enhancement Society and en- 
couraged other commercial 
users to do the same. 
He suggested, "A nominal fee 
I I I  
such as $100 could be incor- 
porated into our contract. 
Perhaps other commercial users 
such as guides, ProVincial 
Government, Federal Govern- 
ment, etc. would also contribute 
to the payment of the lease. I do 
not think the general public 
should be subjected to a user fee 
as it is at best an anti-social 
gesture. Those operations who 
financially benefit from the use 
of the boat launch, including the 
City of Terrace through the 
direct benefits of tourism, 
should act as gracious hosts in 
this instance." 
At a previous meeting, council 
changed their position from ter- 
minating the lease to one of at- 
tempting to continue negotiation 
w~th CN, but the lease increase 
from $150 to $1,350 per year still 
jeopardizes the future of the 
park. Both letters have been 
referred to the Community and 
Recreation Services Committee 
for their recommendation. 
This ~led Rosemary Flemming 
and Gail Turner of Terrace and 
District Community Service's 
Mental Health Network North- 
west to invite provincial rep- 
resentatives to Terrace to help 
organize a local group. 
Visiting speakers from Van- 
couver included Dr. John Ken- 
nedy of the Geriatric Division 
Assessment Unit at Riverview 
Hospital, who is also a member 
of the Department of Psychiatry 
and Pharmacology at U.B.C. 
Lynn Woods, a consultant in 
Gerento logy at Burnaby 
Hospital and a member of the 
B.C. Alzheimer's Society, and 
Margaret Eagleson, a care-giver 
and member of the B.C. Alz- 
heimer's Society, also acted as 
resource people. 
According to Dr. Kennedy, 
correct diagnosis is the key. 
"Not all problems that are 
associated with memory loss in 
the elderly are truly 
Alzheimer's," Kennedy explain- 
ed. "Some of those problems 
are very treatable, but if they're 
left untreated the person can still 
end up in a long-term care in- 
stitution." 
He added, " I t 's  quite 
reasonable that anyone who is 
older, who has changes in their 
mood, their sleep patterns or in 
their memory functions, should 
be seen by their family practi- 
tioner to be evaluated for the 
presence of t reatable 
problems." 
Kennedy also warned that 
depression could go unnoticed 
or be mistakenly diagnosed. 
"Particular problems that are 
commonly not noticed in older 
people are depression, and we 
know that that is a very serious 
thing to miss because we know 
that the highest suicide rate in 
any age group occurs in the 
older single male. And with ear- 
ly intervention and recognition, 
it's a highly treatable problem." 
Margaret Eagleson, whose 
husband ied from Alzheimer's 
in 1983, gave the group a first- 
hand account of her struggle to 
cope with the disease. 
"I  didn't notice it for some 
time," she said, " I  just thought 
it was a little decline, he was 
older than me, and I just didn't 
notice it until all 0 fa  suddenhe 
began to repeat things." 
She described other 
behavioral changes such as 
reading the same newspaper 
headfine "again and again and 
again" and times when he would 
get out of bed at midnight hink- 
ing he had to go to the office - -  
he would spread his papers out 
on the kitchen table but was 
unable to remember what he 
wanted to do with them. 
"I  was working at the time so 
it was a time of great anxiety for 
me because I didn't know what 
he was doing while I was away," 
said Eagleson. She said support 
was available but she wasn't 
aware of it at the time and was 
left to struggle through her hus- 
band's illness on her own. Now, 
She hopes through support 
groups and publicity that the 
society can provide support and 
advice to others who find 
themselves in a similar situation. 
Anyone wanting to obtain 
more information or join the 
support group can phone 
Rosemary Flemming or Gall 
Turner at 635-3178 or the B.C. 
Alzheimer's Society at 736-0448. 
Youth center a reality 
Development of the Terrace operation on March 4 according the ages of 10 to 19. 
Youth Centre is on schedule, to organizer Patricia Williams. Williams said the official 
and the new facility should be in Before that happens however, open!ng of the Terrace Youth 
several activities are scheduled Centre will take place on Friday, 
,. which Williams thinks should be March 4 at 7 p.m. at their Ukra- 
kilometers on the power train, of public interest, nian Hail location with an open 
Ford and Nissan both have a 6 house. She said plans for the 
year, 100,000 kilometer power by Ted Straehan evening include an information 
booth for parents and children 
train warranty) and, according The most obvious of these, ac- as well as a short working pro- 
to Christensen, "It's cost is cording to Williams, is a free ject and some introductory 
$216.94 greater than the workshop, "Adolescence and "drop-in"activities. 
Chevrolet Cavalier, but this dif- You", at the Ukranian Hall 
ference would be offset by the from 9 a.m. to noon this Satur- 
reduced vehicle allowances." day for volunteers, parents, or She said that following open- 
Sheridan said he couldn't follow that reasoning because anyone who thinks they may be ing night, the Youth Centre will 
interested in the center some be open on Mondays from 7 to 9 
the purchase price of any of the time in the future, p.m. for the l0 to 12 age group, 
vehicles would be offset by the Williams said the workshop is Wednesdays from 7 to 9 p.m. 
elimination of car allowances. He voiced strong dissatisfaction being organized by the center for younger children and 7 to l0 
and the main speaker will be p.m. for teens (13-19) and 
to the whole process of the pur- chase. "Reduced vehicle" allow- Marylin Mardiros of Van- Fridays from 7 to 10 p.m. for 
couver, who holds a Bachelor teens only. Williams said that 
ances has nothing to do with the amount of the bids," he said. and Masters degree in Mental each night will be open for drop- 
Sheridan also pointed out that Health Nursing as well as a in activities such as games or 
PhD. in Anthropology. Accord- videos and will also include a 
• they had bought the van for its carrying capacity and what had ing to Williams, Mardiros works different ,'feature" activity such 
in child and family psychiatry at as cooking, carpentry or sports. 
started out as a two-door cam- U.B.C.,  has held related She said all activities will take 
pact had become a mid-sized workshops throughout Canada, place in the Ukranian Hall, with 
four-door. He said he was "not Mexico and the United States, the exception of indoor sports 
happy with how this whole thing and will soon be making a tour which will be held in the E.T. 
was handled" and had his op- of Australia. Kenney gymnasium. 
position to the vote recorded. Other events coming up in the 
The l l  tenders received in- next week or so include the con- Anyone wanting more infer- 
eluded the Nissan Micra, the tinued search for equipment and marion can phone Pat Williams 
lowest at $9,431.88, a Chevrolet materials uch as a ping pang at 638-0112 or Carol Marcellin 
Sprint at $9,532.58, a Ford Escort at $10,174.90, a Hyundai table, pool table, floor hockey at 635-2627. 
equipment, arts and crafts 
Excel Hatchback at $10,195, a material, and possibly a TV and 
Hyundai  Excel Sedan at 
$10,366.80, a Chevrolet Cavalier video machine. ~ Cenlu~ 
at $10,595.76, the Plymouth K Also underway is a poster -~,_'r__~2]. 
Car at$10,Sl2,70, aNissanSen- contest to help decorate the 
tra demo at $10,918, a Ford center with youth firt and a logo ,~ud. • 32f f  K~lum $1. 
contest to help identify the ,,,,.,,3.c. 
Tempo at $11,068.31, a ~,2 
Volkswagen Fox at $11,343.06 center with a youth-oriented 
symbol. She said that both con- and the most expensive, a F inn  Home: li411-1377 
Volkswagen Golf at $14,611.40. tests are open to anyone between Larsen  Office: 655.5351 
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Creek, recently finished mount- well - Martinson had to remove Two bedroom, two acres, 
high assumable, $40,000 
ing the cougar. From nose to a number of porcupine quills .4g$7 Soucle EXCLUSIVE 
tail-tip it's about five and a half from the animal's muzzle during Four bedrooms, split-level 
feet long, and Martinson said the mounting process. S7s,eoo 
that when Webber brought it in .4616 Davis EXCLUSIVE 
it weighed i05 pounds. "He was Webber found the cougar on Vacant lot, $25,000 
quite healthy," Martinson said. Nov. 28 in a trap he'd I, OM! COUtO R mN mu 
Primary prey for cougars in set about 100 yards off the Fi.d out what your home is worth 
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